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Superconductive proximity effect in interacting disordered conductors
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We present a general theory of the superconductive proximity effect in disordered normal-metal–
superconducting~N-S! structures, based on the recently developed@M. V. Feigel’manet al., Phys. Rev. B61,
12 361~2000!# Keldysh action approach. In the case of the absence of an interaction in the normal conductor
we reproduce known results for the Andreev conductanceGA at an arbitrary relation between the interface
resistanceRT and the diffusive resistanceRD . In two-dimensional N-S systems, the electron-electron interac-
tion in the Cooper channel of a normal conductor is shown to strongly affect the value ofGA as well as its
dependence on temperature, voltage, and magnetic field. In particular, an unusual maximum ofGA as a
function of temperature and/or magnetic field is predicted for some range of parametersRD and RT . The
Keldysh action approach makes it possible to calculate the full statistics of charge transfer in such structures.
As an application of this method, we calculate the noise power of an N-S contact as a function of voltage,
temperature, magnetic field, and frequency for arbitrary Cooper repulsion in the normal metal and arbitrary
values of the ratioRD /RT .
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I. INTRODUCTION

The essence of the superconductive proximity effect is
existence of Cooper correlations between electrons in nor
metal in contact with a superconductor. The microsco
mechanism leading to the proximity effect is Andre
reflection2 of an electron into a hole at a normal-meta
superconducting~N-S! interface. The probability of Andreev
reflection ~as opposed to normal reflection! and thus the
strength of the proximity effect is determined by the tran
parency of the N-S interface, which may be relatively we
due to the presence of a tunnel barrier or mismatch betw
Fermi velocities of two materials. Disorder in the norm
conductor near an N-S contact is shown theoretically3–6 to
increase considerably the effective probability of Andre
reflection~see Ref. 7 for a recent review from the experime
tal viewpoint!. However, when the normal conducting regio
is made of a dirty metal film or two-dimensional electron g
with low density of electrons, the Coulomb interaction in t
normal region~neglected in Refs. 3–6! gets enhanced8 and
leads to strong quantum fluctuations which suppress the
dreev conductance. Several different kinds of quantum
fects are known to be relevant in low-dimensional cond
tors at low temperatures. Quantum corrections to
conductivity of two-dimensional dirty conductors grow log
rithmically as temperatureT decreases and become large
ln(1/Tt);g @where g5(\/e2)s is the dimensionless con
ductance,s is the conductance per square, andt is the elas-
tic scattering time#. There are two main types of these e
fects: weak localization corrections,9,10 and interaction-
induced corrections.8 Other important quantum effect
include interaction-induced suppression of the tunneling c
ductance ~Coulomb zero-bias anomaly8,11! and disorder-
induced suppression12–16 of the superconductive transitio
temperatureTc . The corresponding corrections are of t
relative order ofg21ln2(1/Tt), i.e., much stronger than th
weak localization and interaction corrections.
0163-1829/2001/63~13!/134507~25!/$20.00 63 1345
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In the previous paper1 we have studied the influence o
the last two effects on the Andreev conductance and the
sephson proximity coupling in S-I-N and S-I-N-I-S stru
tures~where ‘‘I’’ denotes an insulating tunnel barrier!. Using
the renormalization group method, we have calculated b
quantities including the region of strong fluctuation
ln2(1/Tt)>g. Cooper-channel repulsion was found
modify results of semiclassical calculations by the pow
law factors}T1/pAg. The effects of the Coulomb zero-bia
anomaly~in the case of an unscreened static Coulomb in
action! were found to be even stronger, the correspond
correction factor being of the order o
exp@2(1/4p2g)ln2(D/T)#, whereD is the gap in the super
conductive terminal. However, the results of Ref. 1 are li
ited to the lowest tunneling approximation, i.e., valid und
the conditionRT@RD , whereRT andRD are the resistance
of the tunnel barrier in the normal state and of the diffus
normal conductor, correspondingly. General semiclass
theory of N-I-S systems with arbitrary ratioRT /RD usually
neglects interaction effects in the N part of the structure3–6

The effect of the Cooper interaction~with strengthl) on the
Andreev conductanceGA was studied by Stoof and
Nazarov17 for an N-S structure with the ideal interface an
one-dimensional~1D! geometry of the normal wire, in the
first order overl. The relative correction toGA was found to
be small, of the order ofl!1. The effects of the interaction
upon noise in N-S structures had never been studied be
to the best of our knowledge~for a discussion of N-S noise
in the absence of an interaction, see Refs. 18 and 19 and
review in Ref. 20!.

In this paper we generalize our approach1 for the case of a
strong proximity effect~arbitrary relation betweenRT and
RD), in the presence of Cooper interactions in the norm
conductor. We calculate the Andreev conductance of
N-I-S structures~shown in Fig. 1! at low ~compared toD)
temperature and voltages, as a function oft5RD /RT and of
©2001 The American Physical Society07-1
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the ‘‘decoherence time’’ of an electron and the Andree
reflected hole,\/V* , where V* 5max(T,eV,eDH/c). We
demonstrate that the Cooper interaction effects in 2D
substantially different from the 1D case considered in R
17. In particular, atV* !ETh5\D/L2 the lowest-order rela-
tive correctiondGA /GA scales asl ln L/d and grows with
the size of the systemL. We sum up the main logarithmi
terms of the order of (l ln L/d)n and find that Cooper repul
sion may lead to nonmonotonous dependence ofGA on
RD /RT and/or on the decoherence energy scaleV* .

Technically, our method is based on the Keldysh fun
tional approach for disordered superconductors1 ~proposed
previously for normal conductors in Ref. 21!. The basic ob-
ject of this theory is the 838 matrix field Q(t,t8;r ) which
depends on two time variables and one space coordinate
average value gives the electron Green functionG(r ,r ) at
coincident points. Fluctuations of theQ matrix describe slow
diffuson and Cooperon modes of the electron system. In
case of spin-independent interactions,Q reduces to a 434
matrix. This method seems to be more convenient than
replica functional approach14–16 as it does not require a te
dious analytic continuation procedure and allows for the
rect study of nonequilibrium phenomena. In the limitRT
@RD studied in Ref. 1, integration over diffuson and Coo
eron modes reduces the problem to an effective ac
Sprox@QS ,QN# for the proximity effect, which contains two
terms only, TrQSQN and Tr(QSQN)2, describing transport o
single electrons and Cooper pairs, respectively~hereQS and
QN correspond to the superconductive and normal bou
aries of the system!. At arbitrary relation betweenRT and
RD , the proximity action contains an infinite series of term
Sprox@QS ,QN#}(n51

` gnTr(QSQN)n. A set of parametersgn

can be conveniently parametrized via the 2p-periodic func-
tion u(x)5(n51

` ngnsinnx that encodes amplitudes of pro
cesses ofn-electron transfer through the system. The evo
tion of u(x) as a function of the ratioRT /RD is found with
the use of the functional renormalization group method
plied to the actionSprox@QS ,QN#.

In this paper we will not consider the weak localizatio
and interaction corrections assuming that the sheet con
tance is relatively large,g@ ln(L/d). We will also not take
into account the effect of the Coulomb zero-bias anom
~ZBA! on the Andreev conductance. The possibility of n
glecting Coulomb ZBA effects while treating the Coulom
induced repulsion in the Cooper channel14–16 is due to the

FIG. 1. A small superconductive island~S! of size 2d connected
to a reservoir~R! through a tunnel barrier~I! and a dirty normal film
~N! of size 2L@2d.
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fact that the specific form of the Coulomb ZBA depen
crucially on the long-range behavior of the Coulomb pote
tial, whereas renormalization of the Cooper-channel inter
tion depends on the short-distance Coulomb amplitude o
If long-range Coulomb forces are suppressed~i.e., by placing
a nearby screening metal gate!, the Coulomb ZBA effect
may become weak, and the main effect comes from
short-range repulsion in the Cooper channel. This is the s
ation we are going to study in this paper.

Another limitation of the present discussion is that w
will consider the case of a two-dimensional geometry of
current flow between the superconductive and normal e
trodes of the structure, as shown in Fig. 1. This will make
possible to construct a unified functional renormalizati
group treatment that takes into account modifications of
proximity effect strength both due to multiple Andreev r
flections and due to Cooper-channel repulsion.

Finally, we restrict our present discussion to a lo
frequency domainv!D/L2. It can be shown that the
frequency-dependent Andreev conductanceGA(v) does not
contain significant frequency dependence at scalesv
>D/L2, due to the long-range nature of the Coulomb int
action which makes electron liquid effectively incompres
ible up to a much higher frequency scale defined by
inverse time of electric field propagation across the structu
However, the specific form of the proximity actio
Sprox@QS ,QN# as a linear combination of the traces
(QSQN)n is valid only in the low-frequency domain. A gen
eral discussion of the action becomes much more involve
the high-frequency region, and we will postpone this subj
for future studies.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II
introduce the Keldyshs-model action and describe a gener
scheme of expansion in terms of diffusive slow modes. S
tion III is devoted to the derivation of the functional reno
malization group~FRG! equation for the case of noninterac
ing electrons in the normal conductor. It is shown that t
resulting equation for the functionu(x) which parametrizes
the action exactly coincides with the Euler equation for t
generating function of the transmission eigenvaluesTj dis-
cussed in Ref. 22. In Sec. IV we show how physical quan
ties such as conductivity and current noise can be expre
in terms of the functionu(x). The main new results of the
paper are presented in Sec. V. In Secs. V A and V B
derive an additional term in the FRG equation, which a
counts for the electron-electron interaction in the Coo
channel. The solution of the full FRG equation and the c
responding results for the Andreev conductance are
cussed in Sec. V C. The effect of an interaction upon
current noise is studied in Sec. V D. Section VI is devoted
the study of the dependence of the conductance and nois
temperature, voltage, and magnetic field, which suppress
Cooperon amplitude at the energy scaleV*
5max(T,eV,eDH/c). It is shown in Sec. VI C that repulsion
in the Cooper channel may lead to a nonmonotonous de
dence of the effective interface resistance onV* . Section
VII contains a discussion and conclusions. Some techn
details are presented in Appendixes A and B. Appendix
contains an analysis of the Andreev conductance in a
7-2
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S-I-N structure by means of the standard method of the
adel equation in the presence of a Cooper interaction.

II. KELDYSH s-MODEL ACTION

The Keldysh action for disordered N-S systems derived
Ref. 1 can be represented as a sum of the bulk and boun
contributions.

The bulk actionSbulk is a functional of three fluctuating
fields: the matter fieldQ(r ,t,t8) in the film, the electromag-
netic potentialfW (r ,t), and the order parameter fieldDW (r ,t)
used to decouple the quartic interaction vertex in the Coo
channel:

Sbulk5
ipn

4
Tr@D~¹Q!214i ~ i tz] t1fJ1DJ !Q#

1TrfW T~V0
2112n!sxfW 1

2n

l
TrDW 1sxDW , ~2.1!

where D is the diffusion coefficient in the film,n is the
density of states at the Fermi level per single projection
spin, andl is the dimensionless coupling constant in t
Cooper channel.

Being a matrix in the time domain,Q(r ,t,t8) is also a 4
34 matrix in the direct productK ^ N of the Keldysh and
Nambu spaces. Pauli matrices in theK and N spaces are
denoted bys i and t i , respectively. The fieldQ satisfies a
nonlinear constraintQ251 and can be parametrized asQ
5U21LU whereL5L0tz is the metallic saddle point and

L0~e!5S 1 2F~e!

0 21 D
K

. ~2.2!

The matrixF(e) introduced in Eq.~2.2! acts in Nambu space
and has the meaning of a generalized distribution funct
In equilibrium F(e)5tanh(e/2T), and its general form is
F(e)5 f (e)1 f 1(e)tz , wheref 1(E) is the anomalous distri
bution function which is a measure of the bran
imbalance.23,24 The object fW 5(f1 ,f2)T is a vector in
Keldysh space, withf1 ,f2 being the classical and quantu
components of the field. They are given by the symme
and antisymmetric linear combination of thef fields on the
forward ~‘‘f’’ ! and backward~‘‘b’’ ! branches of the Keldysh
contour:f1,25(f f6fb)/2. In the Keldysh technique, exte
nal ~nonfluatuating! fields ~e.g., applied voltage! have only a
classical component, while physical results can be obtai
by taking derivatives with respect to the quantum com
nent; cf. Sec. IV. Fluctuating fields have both componentsfJ
is a shorthand notation for the matrixfJ5f1s01f2sx in
Keldysh space. Similarly,DW 5(D1 ,D2)T, andDJ stands for a
434 matrix DJ5@t1D12t2D1* #s01@t1D22t2D2* #sx ,
wheret6[(tx6 i ty)/2.

In Eq. ~2.1!, V0(q) is the bare static Coulomb potenti
between electrons in the dirty film. Below we will consid
the situation whenV0(q) is screened due to the presence
a nearby metal gate. In particular, if such a gate is situate
a distanceb from the dirty film, parallel to it, V0(q)
13450
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4pe2b. As was discussed at length i
Ref. 1, the effect of long-range fluctuations of the elect
magnetic potential~which lead to the Coulomb zero-bia
anomaly! is determined by the long-range part of the ba
Coulomb interaction, and thus is suppressed once the C
lomb potential is screened, having the relative order
g21ln(8pne2b)ln(1/Vt). We consider the case of a relative
short screening lengthb, and neglect long-range electric fluc
tuations and the Coulomb ZBA effects. On the other ha
Coulomb-induced repulsion in the Cooper channel14,15 does
not depend on the long-range part ofV0(q) and is left un-
changed by the screening gate. It is this effect of interact
which we are going to consider in this paper.

In terms of thes model ~2.1!, diffusionlike collective
excitations of an electron system are described as slow fl
tuations of theQ matrix over the manifoldQ251. Small
fluctuations near the metallic saddle pointQ5L can be pa-
rametrized by the rotation matrixU511W/21•••, with W
obeying the relation$W,L%50. This constraint is resolved
by

W5uS wxtx1wyty w01wztz

w̄01w̄ztz w̄xtx1w̄yty
D

K

u, ~2.3!

where the matrixu is defined as

u5S 1 F

0 21D
K

. ~2.4!

Variableswi with i 50,z couple to diagonal in the Namb
space matrices and describe diffuson modes, whilewj with
j 5x,y couple to off-diagonal in the Nambu space matric
and correspond to Cooperon modes. Their propagators
given by

^wi~q!e1e2
w̄i~2q!e2e1

&52
1

pn

1

Dq22 i ~e12e2!
,

^wj~q!e1e2
wj~2q!e2e1

&52
1

pn

1

Dq22 i ~e11e2!
,

^w̄j~q!e1e2
w̄j~2q!e2e1

&52
1

pn

1

Dq21 i ~e11e2!
.

~2.5!

General contraction rules for averaging of^TrAW•TrBW&
over W are listed in Appendix A.

In two dimensions, the action~2.1! can be studied by the
renormalization group approach.15,1 At each step of the RG
procedure one has to eliminate fast modes with eitherV
1DV.max(Dq2,e12e2).V ~for diffusons! or V1DV
.max(Dq2,e11e2).V ~for Cooperons! whereV is the run-
ning ultraviolet RG cutoff. There are two types of logarit
mic corrections to the action~2.1!. Weak localization and
interaction corrections have the relative order
g21ln(1/Vt) and modify the conductanceg of the system.
Quantum corrections of the other type have the relative or
7-3
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of g21ln2(1/Vt) and emerge in renormalization of the Co
per channel couplingl. They become essential at suc
scales where localization corrections are still small and
be neglected. In this casel is the only running parameter o
the bulk action which satisfies the RG equation15,1

]l

]z
52l21lg

2 , lg5
1

2pAg
, ~2.6!

wherez5 ln(1/Vt) is the logarithmic variable. The first term
on the right-hand side~RHS! of the RG equation~2.6! is due
to the usual BCS logarithm, whereas the second contribu
is the effect of Coulomb repulsion between slowly diffusi
electrons.

The bulk action~2.1! describes dynamics of the electro
system in the metal film. The possibility of tunneling b
tween the island and the film is taken into account in
lowest tunneling Hamiltonian approximation by introducin
the boundary term in the action:

Stun52
ipg

4
TrGQislQ. ~2.7!

Here Qisl refers to the island, spatial integration under t
trace is taken over the area of the interfaceG, andg is the
dimensionless normal-state tunneling conductance per
area of the boundary.

Below we will consider thick enough superconductive
land so that the absolute valueuDu of the order parameter i
not suppressed by proximity to the normal film. The cor
sponding condition readsuDu@GT /nVisl , with Visl being the
island’s volume. Also, the size of the island,d, is supposed
to be smaller than the superconductive coherence lengt
that for T!Tc the only relevant degree of freedom in th
island is the phasew of the order parameter. In the Keldys
formalism, one has to introduce its classical,w1, and quan-
tum, w2, components, and arranging them into a matrixwJ
5w1s01w2sx one can writeQS in the subgap limit (e
,D) as

QS52 i t1eiwJ1 i t2e2 iwJ. ~2.8!

We will also consider below the example of a normal~non-
superconductive! island connected to the film by a tunn
barrier and biased at some voltage with respect to it. In
case the island’sQ matrix can also be formally expressed
terms of the superconductive phase:

QN5ei tzwJ /2Le2 i tzwJ /2, ~2.9!

with w/2 having the meaning of the single-particle pha
which is conjugated to the number of electrons on the isl
~while w is conjugated to the number of Cooper pairs!. In
both cases the applied voltageV(t) can be accounted for b
the Josephson relationdw1 /dt52eV for the classical com-
ponent of the phase.
13450
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III. FUNCTIONAL RG: NONINTERACTING CASE

A. General idea

In this section we will apply the renormalization grou
treatment to the system consisting of a small island coup
to a diffusive metal film by a tunnel barrier of arbitrary tran
parency. The effects of the Cooper interaction in the film w
be considered later on in Sec. V, while now we will stu
noninteracting electrons. In this section we will restrict ou
selves to thezero-energy limitwhen both temperatureT,
voltageeV, and frequencyv are smaller that the Thoules
energyETh5D/L2, and the perpendicular magnetic leng
l H5AF0 /H (F0 is the flux quantum andH is the applied
magnetic field! is shorter than the system sizeL. The effect
of larger T, V, or H is to destroy Cooperon coherence
scales larger than min$AD/T,AD/eV,l H%, and will be stud-
ied in Sec. VI. The effect of high-frequency (v@ETh) volt-
age is twofold: it suppresses Cooperon coherence and
perturbs the local electroneutrality of the electron syste
We will not study this effect in the present paper.

The method developed in the present section can be
plied to both the normal and superconductive islands. Ho
ever, since the rest of the paper will be devoted mainly to
study of charge transport in the N-S system, all formulas w
be written for the case of a superconducting island,Qisl
5QS . In order to translate them for the case of a norm
island, one has to substituteQS by QN and the word ‘‘Coop-
eron’’ by the word ‘‘diffuson.’’

Renormalization of the total actionSbulk1Stun describing
an N-S contact is a complicated task. The main problem
encounters here is that this action does not reproduce i
under renormalization. In the lowest order over the tunnel
transparencyg studied in Ref. 1, the boundary term~2.7!
generates the next-order termg2Tr(QSQ)2 in the action,
with g2 obeying the RG equationdg2 /dz}g2. The physical
meaning of this relation is simple. It describes the proc
when a Cooper pair tunnels from the island, coheren
propagates in the normal metal as a Cooperon, and then
turns back to the island. The resulting expression is bilin
in QS ~taken at the times of the first and second tunnelin!
and involves a logarithmically~in 2D! large factor due to the
probability of returning to the original point. The corre
sponding diagram is shown in Fig. 2.

In order to clear up the structure of the leading logari
mic corrections at arbitrary interface transparencies, let
consider the diagrams of the fourth order overg shown in
Fig. 3. All of them ought to havetreelikestructure since any
loop yields an additional small factorz/g!1. For two of
them, labeled by~a! and ~b!, successive Andreev tunneling
are connected by free Cooperons and diffusons, wherea

FIG. 2. The second order in theg correction to the action. The
horizontal line schematically designates the N-S boundaryG, with
the two semicircles below it denotingQS in the island and the
two-line object above it representing the Cooperon in the nor
metal.
7-4
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process shown in Fig. 3~c! involves four-Cooperon interac
tion vertex~Hikami box! in the bulk. Due to spatial integra
tion, each of these diagrams evaluates to the third powez3

of the logarithm, and they exhaust the number of the m
divergent diagrams of the fourth order.

Figure 3 suggests an idea that the treelike structure
corrections to the action may be suitable for the RG
proach. Indeed, for each tree one can find the branch with
smallest momentum, say,q. If we cut the whole tree ove
this branch, it will break up into two pieces which could b
calculated at the previous steps of the RG procedure s
they contain only momenta greater thatq. The diagrams~a!
and~b! conform well to this scheme; however, it is not cle
how to treat the bulk nonlinearity in the diagram~c!. To
overcome this problem we will employ our freedom
choose an arbitrary parametrization of the fieldQ in terms of
the matrix W that can change the relative contribution
different diagrams. For the problem in question, the cho
of the exponential parametrization,Q5L exp(W), nullifies
all diagrams with Hikami boxes within the RG precision. T
see this, we note that the leading logarithmic contribut
arises from integration over the fast momentum, so that
energy dependence of the diffusion propagators~2.5! can be
neglected. To this accuracy, the matricesW and ¹W com-
mute and the term Tr(¹Q)252Tr(¹W)2 becomes Gaussia
in W; therefore there are no nonlinear vertices in the bulk
the zero-energy limit. Note also that the same exponen
parametrization is used usually for the solution of the Usa
equations25,17 for the Green functions of disordered supe
conductors.

Thus, in the exponential parametrization, diagrams of
type shown in Fig. 3~c! are absent and one can carry out t
RG procedure based on the treelike structure of the lea
diagrams. Following this approach we present the total
tion as a sum of the bulk partSbulk and the partSG which
arises from the single tunneling action~2.7! under renormal-
ization:

SG5 (
n51

`

Sn52 ip2g(
n51

`

gnTrG~QSQ!n. ~3.1!

The renormalized boundary action~3.1! describes processe
of multiple Andreev tunneling coupled by coherent propa
tion of two-particle diffusion modes in the normal metal. It
determined by the infinite set of coefficients~‘‘charges’’! gn

and is a functional of the phasewW of the island’s order pa-
rameter. Oncegn’s are known, one can easily calculate t
Andreev conductance and other quantities related to ch
transfer through the system~see Sec. IV B!. Our main pur-

FIG. 3. Three leading logarithmic corrections to the action at
fourth order ing.
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pose below will be to establish the law of transformation
the coefficientsgn and to derive the corresponding mult
charge renormalization group equation.

B. Derivation of the multicharge RG equation

According to the general approach discussed above
each step of the RG procedure one has to calculate a co
tion DSk,n to the action which results from connecting tw
piecesSk andSn of the boundary action~3.1! by a fast dif-
fusion mode. This gives a logarithmic contribution at sca
larger than the island sized and, consequently, at energiesV
smaller thanvd[D/d2. Therefore in this case it is conve
nient to define the logarithmic variable as

z5 ln
vd

V
52 ln

R

d
, ~3.2!

where the current spatial scaleR is related toV throughV
5D/R2. For the purposes of the RG, the form of the isla
is of no importance, and all expressions depend only on
total normal-state interface conductanceGT . Hence, one can
formally consider a pointlike island, with the transparencyg
in Eq. ~2.7! becomingg5GT and TrGX[TrX(r50).

Our aim is to derive an effective low-energy action of t
phasewW on the island; therefore we considerQS as a slow
variable and decompose only metallicQ into the fast and
slow parts. Such a decomposition consistent with the ex
nential parametrization adopted is given byQ
5Ũ21L exp(W8)Ũ, whereŨ is a slow rotation matrix and
W8 is a fast variable.1,15 The relevant interaction vertex read

Sint,n52 ip2gngnTrG~QSQ̃!n21QSŨ21LW8Ũ, ~3.3!

where the additional factor ofn accounts the fact that the fas
diffusion mode can be coupled to any matrixQ in Sn , and
Q̃[Ũ21LŨ. The form of the vertex~3.3! corresponds to the
treelike structure of the diagrammatic expansion discusse
Sec. III A. The lack of higher-order terms inW in Sint,n
amounts to neglecting closed loops by virtue of the sm
parameterz/g.

For kÞn, the correction to the action is given byDSk,n
5 i ^Sint,kSint,n&. This average~in the zero-energy limit! is
given by Eq.~A3!, with

A5Ũ~QSQ̃!k21QSŨ21L, ~3.4a!

B5Ũ~QSQ̃!n21QSŨ21L. ~3.4b!

Calculating the logarithmic integral over the fast momentu
omitting the tilde sign over slow variables, employing inva
ance of the trace under cyclic permutations, and using
relationsQ25QS

251, we get finally forkÞn

DSk,n5
ip2g

2
kngkgnDzTrG@~QSQ!k1n2~QSQ! uk2nu#.

~3.5!

e
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Thus we see that averaging of the termsSk andSn from the
action ~3.1! modifies the termsSk1n and Suk2nu with
Dgk1n52(1/2)kngkgnDz andDg uk2nu5(1/2)kngkgnDz.

Analogous calculation ofDSk,k5( i /2)^Sint,k
2 & yields

DSk,k5
ip2g

4
k2gk

2DzTrG~QSQ!2k, ~3.6!

which results in renormalization of the coefficientDg2k

52(1/4)k2gk
2Dz.

Taking into account all possible pairingsDSk,n between
the terms of the action~3.1!, we derive the main equatio
that describes evolution of the chargesgn under renormal-
ization:

dgn

dz
52

1

4 (
k51

n21

k~n2k!gkgn2k1
1

2 (
k51

`

k~n1k!gkgn1k .

~3.7!

Initial conditions for these multicharge RG equations az
50 follow from the bare tunneling action~2.7!:

g1~0!5a[
GT

4pg
, gn.1~0!50. ~3.8!

Note that QS
251 is the only property of the island’sQS

which was used to derive the RG equations~3.7!. Therefore
these equations universally describe both normal-metal
superconductive islands on the same footing.

Equations~3.7! look quite complicated. Their hidden a
gebraic structure becomes transparent after Fourier tran
mation. To this end we introduce a 2p-periodic function
u(x) of an auxiliary continuous variablex according to the
definition

u~x!5 (
n51

`

ngnsinnx. ~3.9!

Transforming Eq.~3.7! into anx representation we obtain th
following RG equation for the functionu(x):

uz1uux50. ~3.10!

The differential equation~3.10! is nothing but the well-
known Euler equation describing 1D motion of a compre
ible gas, withz playing the role of time. The initial condition
for Eq. ~3.10! at z50 is given byu0(x)5a sinx.

The Euler equation~3.10! can be easily solved with th
help of characteristics. The latter are described by the
lowing system of differential equations:

dx

dz
5u,

du

dz
50. ~3.11!

They are trivially integrated: u5u0(x0) and x5x0
1u0(x0)z. In order to getu(x)5u0„x0(x)… one has just to
find the inverse functionx0(x). Foru0(x)5a sinx, the func-
tion u(x) is implicitly defined by the relation

u~x!5a sin@x2u~x!z#. ~3.12!
13450
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The solution of the Euler equation is conveniently e
pressed through the variablet5az5GT /GD which is equal
to the ratio of the tunneling conductance of the barrierGT to
the conductance of the metal filmGD54pg/z at the current
scale. The solution for different values oft is shown in Fig.
4. The derivativeux(p) diverges att51, exactly at the point
where GD5GT . For t.1, the discontinuity ~‘‘shock
wave’’! develops atx56p. For t@1, the solution acquires
a sawlike type withu(x).(a/t)x5(GD/4pg)x.

C. Proximity action

In the previous section we have established the trans
mation law for the coefficientsgn of the multicharge action
~3.1! under the action of the renormalization group. Aft
eliminating diffusion modes up to some value of the log
rithmic variablez, the action becomes a functional of th
island’s QS and Q(R) in the film taken at the spatial scal
R;dez/2 from the island. For a finite system bounded by
perfect metallic lead located at a distanceL (L@d) from the
island ~see Fig. 1!, renormalization of the action started
the energy scalevd should stop at the scale of the Thoule
energyETh5D/L2 when all diffusive electronic degrees o
freedom in the dirty metal are integrated out. The result
action

Sprox@QS ,QN#52 ip2g(
n51

`

gnTr~QSQN!n ~3.13!

thus becomes the functional of the island’sQS , Eq. ~2.8!,
and the matrixQN , Eq. ~2.9!, in the lead. Such an actio
resulting from elimination of the modes in the diffusive co
ductor will be referred to as the proximity action.

According to Eqs.~2.8! and~2.9!, the only degree of free-
dom in the matricesQS andQN is the one associated with th
phase rotation. In other words, externally controlled volta
is the only dynamical variable both in the island and in t
lead. Below we will assume that the metal lead is at z
bias, so thatQN reduces toL and the proximity action~3.13!
acquires the form

Sprox@QS#52 ip2g(
n51

`

gnTr~QSL!n. ~3.14!

FIG. 4. Solutions for the Euler equation~3.10! at different val-
ues oft5az.
7-6
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In this formula,gn are taken at ‘‘time’’ t5azTh , with zTh
[ ln(vd /ETh)52 ln(L/d). It can be calculated through the in
tegration of the FRG equation~3.10! for the functionu(x,z)
up to the scalezTh .

In order to express the action in terms of the phasewW , one
has to substituteQS from Eq. ~2.8!. Taking the trace over
Nambu space, we obtain that only terms with evenn contrib-
ute to the proximity action:

Sprox@QS#522ip2g(
n51

`

~21!ng2nTrK~eiwJL0e2 iwJL0!n,

~3.15!

where the subscriptK indicates that the matrix trace is take
only over Keldysh space. As explained in Sec. III B, t
action~3.14!, after substitutionQS→QN , also applies to the
case of the normal island. Using Eq.~2.9! for QN and taking
the trace over Nambu space, we arrive at the following
pression for the action:

S@QN#522ip2g(
n51

`

gnTrK~eiwJ /2L0e2 iwJ /2L0!n.

~3.16!

Remarkably, for the noninteracting case, our funct
u(x,zTh) can be directly related to the generating function
transmission coefficientsF(f) introduced by Nazarov4 ~cf.
also Ref. 22!. Comparing our Eq.~3.12! with Nazarov’s Eq.
~19! one can verify that

4p2gu~x!5E
0

1 T sinx

12T sin2~x/2!
P~T!dT, ~3.17!

whereP(T) is the distribution function of transmission co
efficients normalized to the number of channels. Note a
that the appearance of discontinuity inu(x) for t.1 goes in
parallel with the opening of conducting channels with tra
parenciesT→1.4 The sawlike solution for the functionu(x)
at t@1 results4 in Dorokhov’s26 bimodal distribution func-
tion P(T)5pGD /TA12T for the transmission coefficient
of a diffusive system.

It might be surprising to realize the equivalence of the t
approaches since Nazarov’s result is valid for any geom
while our FRG equation apparently holds only in 2D. Suc
coincidence is related to the fact that both Nazarov’s der
tion and our derivation of the functional RG equation~3.10!
implied the zero-energy limit, T,eV,v,ETh . Under this
condition it is possible to derive the universal distribution
the eigenvalues of the transmission matrix as well as to
glect Cooperon decoherence in deriving Eq.~3.10!. Note fur-
ther that summation of the treelike diagrams for the act
can be performed without the use of the RG at all: one ha
integrate diffusion propagators over momentum indep
dently for each branch of the tree. But in the zero-ene
limit, such integration is expressed in terms of the Gre
function of the Laplace operator, thus reducing to the to
resistance of the system. Therefore, in this case Eq.~3.10!
rewritten in terms oft5GT /GD remains valid for any geom
etry of the disordered normal region.
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The power of the Keldysh multicharge proximity actio
will be crucial if one has to go beyond the zero-energy lim
and, especially, for problems with the interaction. The cor
sponding FRG equations replacing the zero-energy-limit
ler equation~3.10! will be derived in Secs. VI and V.

IV. PHYSICAL QUANTITIES

Now we will discuss how the action~3.14! together with
the FRG equation~3.10! valid in the zero-energy limit can be
used to calculate physically observable quantities. In t
section we will derive the general equations for the cond
tance and noise power in terms of the coefficientsgn of the
proximity action, and will apply them to the noninteractin
case in order to demonstrate the functionality of the appro
in use. Thereby we will recover the known results of Re
3–6 and 18. The equivalence comes from the fact that$gn%
carry the same information as the distribution functionP(T)
of the transmission coefficients of the system, so that one
calculate the conducting properties of the system with
help of the general formulas of Ref. 6.

Once the proximity actionSprox@QS# is known, the system
conductance as well as the current statistics can be calcu
following the method of Ref. 1. We will suppose that th
island is connected to the voltage source by an ideal cond
tor so that phase fluctuations are suppressed~the effect of
phase fluctuations will be studied elsewhere27!. In this case
the general expressionZ5*Dw1Dw2exp$iSprox@w1 ,w2#% for
the Keldysh partition function reduces to Z

5exp$iSprox@ws1 ,ws2#% wherewW s is the island’s phase con
trolled by the source. The dynamics of its classical com
nent is governed by the applied voltage through the Jose
son relationdws1 /dt52eV(t), while the current operator is
given by the derivative with respect to the quantum com
nent of the phase:

Î ~ t !5 ie
d

dws2~ t !
. ~4.1!

In order to obtain the expectation value of currents taken
different moments of time one should apply the operat
~4.1! to lnZ:

^I ~ t1!•••I ~ tk!&5 Î ~ t1!••• Î ~ tk!ln Z@ws1 ,ws2#uws250 .
~4.2!

Below we will employ these relations to calculate the co
ductance and noise for the case of the normal and super
ductive islands.

A. Normal junction: Conductance and noise

To illustrate the formalism, we start by considering t
conductance of the system for the case of the normal isla
We will trace how addition of resistancesRT andRD is re-
alized within the multicharge action approach and calcul
the current noise power.

In order to calculate the current response^I & to the bias
voltage V one has to employ Eqs.~3.16!, ~4.1!, and ~4.2!.
7-7
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Evaluating the functional derivative with the help of E
~B5! we obtain for the dimensionless conductanceG
5(\/e2)^I &/V

G54pg(
n51

`

n2gn54pgux~0!. ~4.3!

According to the Euler equation~3.10!, G obeys]G21/]z
51/4pg, which amounts to the anticipated addition of res
tances:

G5
GT

11t
5

GTGD

GT1GD
, ~4.4!

where

GD5
2pg

ln~L/d!
~4.5!

is the metal film conductance between the island and
lead.

Equation~4.4!, though derived in the low-frequency lim
v!D/L2, can be shown to remain valid for much larg
frequencies, up tovmax52ps/L ~for the bare Coulomb inter
action! or vmax54ps/b ~if the Coulomb interaction is
screened by the presence of a gate situated at the distab
from the film; see Sec. II!. This frequency determines th
time scalevmax

21 at which the electroneutrality of the syste
sets in.

After this example let us turn to a more involved calcu
tion of the current-current correlator at a fixed constant b
V. Now one has to apply two current operators~4.1! to the
action~3.16!. The corresponding functional derivative is ca
culated in Appendix B. Substituting it from Eq.~B10! and
employing Eq.~4.3! one obtains

^I vI 2v&5
e2G

3\ H ~32PN~ t !!C~v!1
1

2
PN~ t !@C~v2eV!

1C~v1eV!#J , ~4.6!

with the functionC(v) defined as

C~v![E
0

`

@12F~E1!F~E2!#dE5v coth
v

2T
, ~4.7!

whereE65E6v/2. The functionPN(t) is given by

PN~ t !511

2(
n51

`

n4gn

(
n51

`

n2gn

512
2uxxx~0!

ux~0!
. ~4.8!

The third derivativeuxxx(0) can be easily calculated wit
the help of characteristics. The one reaching the pointx50
is obviouslyx(z)50 with x050. Writing u(x)5u0(x0) and
using the relation]x5@11t cosx0#

21]x0
at x050 we obtain
13450
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uxxx~0!52
a

~11t !4
52

1

4pg

G4

GT
3

, ~4.9!

and, therefore,

PN~ t !5112
G3

GT
3

. ~4.10!

Equations~4.6! and ~4.10! provide a general descriptio
of the noise power for an arbitrary relation between the f
quency ~which should be smaller thanETh), voltage, and
temperature, and arbitraryRT /RD . Though it was derived in
the zero-energy limit, the condition (T,eV),ETh can be re-
laxed since, for a normal island, charge propagation in
diffusive conductor is described in terms of diffusons whi
are insensitive to decoherence.

In the limit V→0, Eq. ~4.6! reduces to the Nyquist
Johnson equilibrium thermal noise

^I vI 2v&Nyq5
e2G

\
v coth

v

2T
. ~4.11!

In the limit eV@(v,T), one obtains for the shot noise pow

^II &shot5
e2G

3\
PN~ t !eV, ~4.12!

which coincides with Nazarov’s result4 obtained via the dis-
tribution function of transmission coefficients. According
Eq. ~4.12!, the Fano factor20 of the system measuring th
reduction of shot noise compared to its Poissonian valu
given byFN5PN/3. The functionPN(t) is plotted in Fig. 5
by the dashed line. Fort@1, when the system resistance
dominated by the diffusive conductor, the shot noise pow
is 3 times smaller than its Poisson value. This result was
obtained in Ref. 28 with the help of Dorokhov’s bimod
distribution,26 and in Ref. 29, in the framework of the clas
sical Boltzmann equation with Langevin sources.

The proximity action~3.14! together with the FRG equa
tion ~3.10! allows, in principle, for the calculation of highe
momenta of current fluctuations and even the full statistics
transmitted charge~cf. Refs. 30 and 31!. We leave this prob-
lem for future investigation.

FIG. 5. Noise functionsPN(t) ~dashed line! and PS(t) ~solid
line! for normal and N-S junctions, correspondingly, vs the ratiot
5GT /GD .
7-8
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B. Andreev conductance

In this section we will turn to the case of a supercond
tive island. We will assume that the island is not very sm
so that its order parameter satisfiesD.vd . This means that
at the scalesV,vd relevant for the RG, quasiparticle refle
tion from the island is of Andreev type and one can use
subgap expression~2.8! for the island’sQS .

We write the current as a sum of the partial contributio
^I (t)&n from different terms of the action~3.15!:

^I ~ t !&n5~21!n2iep2gg2n

dTrK~eiwJL0e2 iwJL0!n

dw2~ t ! U
w250

.

~4.13!

Calculating the derivative with the help of Eq.~B4! we find
for the dimensionless Andreev conductance

GA516pg(
n51

`

~21!nn2g2n54pguxS p

2 D . ~4.14!

Note that Eqs.~4.3! and~4.14! for the case of the normal an
superconducting islands look very similar. The only diffe
ence is at the point where the derivative should be taken

Now we will use the general expression~4.14! to calcu-
late GA in the noninteracting case. The simplest way to
ux(p/2) is to use the characteristics of the Euler equat
~3.10!. We have to find the one which leads tox5p/2 at
‘‘time’’ t. Writing its initial point asx05p/22Q(t) we ob-
tain the following equation for the functionQ(t):

Q~ t !5t cosQ~ t !. ~4.15!

For smallt, Q(t!1)5t1O(t3) while in the limit of larget,
Q(t@1)5p/22p/2t1O(t22). Now, applying ]x5@1
1t cosx0#

21]x0
to u(x)5u0(x0) we obtain

uxS p

2 D5
a sinQ~ t !

11t sinQ~ t !
~4.16!

and, finally,

GA5GT

sinQ~ t !

11t sinQ~ t !
5GD

t sinQ~ t !

11t sinQ~ t !
, ~4.17!

whereGD is defined in Eq.~4.5!.
In terms of the resistance, the zero-energy result~4.17!

can be written as

RA5RD1RT,eff , ~4.18!

whereRT,eff(t)5RT /sinQ(t) has the meaning of an effectiv
interface resistance connected in series with the metal-
resistanceRD5(\/e2)GD

21 . The former decreases with th
increase ofRD due to disorder-induced enhancement of A
dreev reflection determined by the probability of returning
the origin.

Equation ~4.17! for the Andreev conductance had be
previously derived by Volkovet al.,3 and rederived later by
Nazarov both with the help of the Usadel equation5 and the
generating function of transmission eigenvalues.4 This latter
approach, though formulated in a very different langua
13450
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appears to be directly connected to our multicharge ac
approach. Using the relation betweenu(x) and distribution
of transmission coefficients established in Eq.~3.17! for the
noninteracting limit, one can reduce Eq.~4.14! to the sum
over conducting channels:GA5p21(nTAn , where TAn

52Tn
2/(22Tn)2. This equation is nothing but the genera

zation of the Landauer formula to the case of N-S syste
derived by Beenakker.32

C. Noise of NS current

Decomposing the current-current correlator into the s
of the partial contributions,̂ I vI 2v&n , similarly to Eqs.
~4.13!, using Eq.~B9!, and employing Eq.~4.14! we obtain

^I vI 2v&5
e2GA

3\ H @32PS~ t !#C~v!

1
1

2
PS~ t !@C~v22eV!1C~v12eV!#J ,

~4.19!

where C(v) is defined in Eq.~4.7!. The superconductive
noise functionPS(t) is given by

PS~ t !511

2(
n51

`

~21!nn4g2n

(
n51

`

~21!nn2g2n

512
uxxx~p/2!

2ux~p/2!
.

~4.20!

Equation~4.19! has the same form as its analog for the
island with the replacementPN(t)→PS(t) and eV→2eV.
The origin of this analogy was clarified by Muzykantskii an
Khmelnitskii33 who showed that the whole N-S counting st
tistics in the noninteracting case can be obtained from
counting statistics of normal electrons by replacingTn
→TAn and doubling the charge quantume→2e.

For the noninteracting system, the value ofux(p/2) was
calculated in Eq.~4.16!, and calculatinguxxx(p/2) in the
same way we obtain

uxxxS p

2 D52
a sinQ~ t !

@11t sinQ~ t !#4
2

3at cos2Q~ t !

@11t sinQ~ t !#5
.

~4.21!

Thus, we get

PS~ t !511
11Q tanQ13Q cotQ

2@11Q tanQ#4
, ~4.22!

whereQ[Q(t) is defined in Eq.~4.15!.
In the limit of vanishing bias, Eq.~4.19! with PS(t) from

Eq. ~4.22! reproduces the Nyquist-Johnson thermal no
given by Eq.~4.11!, with G being substituted byGA , Eq.
~4.17!. In the opposite limit of large bias,eV@(v,T), it
gives the power of the shot noise between the normal
superconducting terminals18:
7-9
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^II &shot5
2e2GA

3\
PS~ t !eV, ~4.23!

with the Fano factorFS52PS/3. The functionPS(t) is plot-
ted in Fig. 5 together with its analog for the normal juncti
PN(t). On increasingt, both PN(t)/3 and PS(t)/3 evolve
from the value of 1 describing the Poisson noise at a tun
contact to 1/3 corresponding to the diffusive conductor.
excess factor of 2 in Eq.~4.23! accounts the fact that in a
N-S system charge is transferred by Cooper pairs. Our res
agree with the results of Refs. 18 and 33.

The results obtained in Secs. IV B and IV C refer to t
zero-energy limit. In Sec. VI we will extend our theory to th
case of large temperature or voltage, max(T,eV).ETh .

V. EFFECT OF AN INTERACTION
IN THE COOPER CHANNEL

A. General idea

Here we calculate the effect of repulsion in the Coop
channel on the renormalization of the effective boundary
tion ~3.1!. In the lowest order over the interface transparen
the RG equation forg1 was derived in Ref. 1. We will ex-
tend this result to account for the whole set of charges$gn%.

As in Sec. III, we first turn to the analysis of the lowes
order perturbative corrections to the action. The Coop
channel interaction is described by the following vertex
the bulk action:

Sl5
p2nl

4 E drdttrsx@Q22~tzQ!2#, ~5.1!

obtained from thes-model action~2.1! by eliminating the
fluctuatingDW field.1 The treelike diagrams for the action o
the noninteracting system should be modified now by
possible insertions of the vertexesSl. In the lowest order in
the interface transparencyg ~cf. Fig. 2!, that was carried ou
in Ref. 1. The diagrams of the fourth order ing and the first
order inl are shown in Fig. 6. They are obtained from t
diagrams of Fig. 3 by insertions of the Cooper vertex d
noted by a dot. The latter cuts a diagram into two parts w
independent energy integration variables.

FIG. 6. Leading diagrams in the fourth order ing and the first
order inl. Shadowed is the piece of the diagram where the lo
rithmic contribution of the Cooperon adjacent to thel vertex re-
sults from the energy integration.
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The leading logarithmic contribution of a diagram fro
Fig. 6 is due to themomentumintegration in each diffusion
mode except for one of the Cooperons adjacent to the ve
Sl , whose contribution is logarithmic due to theenergyin-
tegral *dE/E. The corresponding part of the diagram co
taining such a Cooperon is shadowed in Fig. 6. Thus, eac
the diagrams shown in Fig. 6 evaluates to the fourth pow
of the logarithm,}lg4z4.

To achieve this situation, the energyE and momenta in
the shadowed part of the diagram must obey some inequ
ties. First, the momentum of the Cooperon adjacent to thl
vertex, q, must satisfy the relationDq2,E. Second, mo-
menta of all other shadowed Cooperons,qi , must satisfy the
relationDqi

2.E. Only under these conditions does the d
gram evaluate to the maximal power of the logarithmic va
ablez.

Were all diffusion modes in the shadowed region of t
diagram Cooperons, the energyE would be the slowest vari-
able in this region. Then, on the level of the RG, the sh
owed region would be taken into account by the pairing
the vertexSl with the multicharge actionSG @Eq. ~3.1!# ob-
tained at the previous steps of the RG procedure. SincE
would be the slowest variable in the shadowed part, all m
tallic Q’s entering the actionSG paired toSl should be set to
L, indicating that no further pairings with slower variable
are allowed to the shadowed region. As a result, as will
shown in Sec. V B, the shadowed region will give a corre
tion to the termS1}g1TrGQSQ. However, the shadowed re
gion might contain diffusons as well. Their momentaqi are
not restricted by the inequalityDqi

2.E and may be
‘‘slower’’ than the energyE. Were this the case, the mult
charge action~3.1! would not reproduce itself upon pairin
with Sl since one would not be able to perform the integ
tion overE as the result would depend on the next steps
the RG.

Fortunately, the diffuson contribution in the shadow
part of a diagram can be disregarded. This can be seen
ready from the diagrams of the fourth order shown in Fig.
Among them only diagram~c! contains a shadowed diffuson
However, direct calculation shows that its contribution to t
action vanishes identically.34 This statement can be genera
ized to arbitrary order. One can prove that any diagram c
taining a diffuson in the shadowed region is exactly ze
Physically, the shadowed part of a diagram accounts the
rection to the Usadel spectral angleu ~cf. Appendix C!
which is determined solely by Cooperon modes.

B. Functional RG equation

To calculate the correction to the action due to the pair
Sn,l5 i ^Sint,nSint,l& one should extract one fastW8 from Sl ,

Sint,l5
p2nl

4
Tr$sx ,Q̃%L~W82tzW8tz!, ~5.2!

and another one fromSn according to Eq.~3.3!. The only fast
variable to be integrated out at this step of the RG proced
is the energyE running over the Cooperon propagat

^W8W8&. This fast energy runs also over allQ̃’s under the

-
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trace inSint,n . SubstitutingQ̃5L(E) into Eq. ~3.3! as ex-
plained above and performing the averaging over the
Cooperon in̂ Sint,nSint,l& with the use of Eq.~A2!, we obtain
that only the terms with oddn give a nonzero contribution to
the action ~hereafter the tilde sign over slow variables
omitted!:

Sn,l5~21!(n21)/2
ip3gngnl

4 E
G
drE dtdE8dE

~2p!2E

3tr$@QSL0~E!#n1@L0~E!QS#n,sx%Q. ~5.3!

SinceE is a fast variable, allQS(t) are taken at the sam
time t, and Q5*eivtQE82v/2,E81v/2(dv/2p). The sign in
the above equation comes from commutation oftz contained
in L5L0tz with QS in order to transform (QSL)n to
(QSL0)n.

Let us calculate

Mn5$~QSL0!n1~L0QS!n,sx%, ~5.4!

which enters Eq.~5.3!. It can be written asMn5$Xn

1X2n,sx%, where X5QSL0. According to Eq.~2.8!, QS
contains the classical and quantum parts:QS5p1qsx .
Then it is easy to show thatM154QSF(E). Now we will
show by induction that for all oddn, Mn5M1. Consider the
difference Mn122Mn . It contains Xn122Xn2X2n

1X2n225(Xn112X2n21)(X2X21)5F(X)(X2X21)2.
Within RG accuracy, the distribution functionF(E)5sgnE
so that F251. Under this condition, (X2X21)2

[@QS ,L0#250, which proves the statementMn5M1.
Substituting

$@QSL0~E!#n1@L0~E!QS#n,sx%54QSsgnE ~5.5!

into Eq. ~5.3!, we get

Sn,l5~21!(n21)/2ip3gngnlDzTrGQSQ. ~5.6!

Therefore, onlyS1 is subject to renormalization by thel
term:

S dg1

dz D
due tol

52l(
l 50

`

~21! l~2l 11!g2l 11 . ~5.7!

As a result, an additional term will appear on the RHS of
Euler equation~3.10!:

uz1uux52l~z!uS p

2 D sinx. ~5.8!

Here l(z) is described by the bulk RG equation~2.6! de-
rived in the absence of the tunnel coupling between the
land and the film. Note, however, that in the presence
tunneling, the real Cooper interaction vertex in the fil
lfilm , will be additionally modified by Andreev reflection
from the N-S boundary. Nevertheless, Eq.~5.8! should con-
tain the bare bulkl(z). The reason is that within our multi
charge RG approach, all effects of the N-S interface are
plicitly incorporated into the boundary action~3.1!.
Therefore, at each step of the RG procedure, one ha
couple the renormalized boundary action, which already c
13450
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tains the logarithmic contribution of Cooperons integrat
over fast E.V, to the Cooper interaction vertexwithout
Andreev reflection processes from the island, i.e., to thebare
l(z). This procedure ensures that no double counting
diagrams occurs in proceeding with the RG, and leads to
~5.8!.

The explicit dependencel(z) can be easily found15,1

from Eq. ~2.6!:

l~z!5
ld1lgtanhlgz

11
ld

lg
tanhlgz

, ~5.9!

wherelg51/2pAg, ld is defined at the energy scalevd @cf.
the definition~3.2! of the logarithmic variablez#,

ld5

ln1lgtanhS lgln
1

vdt D
11

ln

lg
tanhS lgln

1

vdt D , ~5.10!

andln is the interaction constant at the energy scale\/t.

C. Andreev conductance

Here we consider the effect of repulsive interaction in t
Cooper channel of a normal conductor on the Andreev c
ductance, in two limiting cases of weak and strong inter
tions. Of course, we always assume that the dimension
coupling constantl!1. We will see below that the limit of
a strong interaction meansl@GT/4pg, and thus can be re
alized at a relatively poor transparency of the interface. Ho
ever, we will see also that even the weak-l solution produces
the interaction-induced correction toGA which grows loga-
rithmically with the spatial scaleL and eventually crosse
over to the strong-coupling limit where the nonperurbat
treatment should be carried out.

Wherever possible we will perform an analytical calcu
tion for an arbitrary relation betweenld andlg . Otherwise
we will assume thatl(z) had already reached Finkelstein
fixed pointlg51/2pAg, which is valid if eitherln is of the
order oflg or ln(1/vdt).Ag.

1. First-order correction

We start by treating the RHS of Eq.~5.8! perturbatively.
The equations for the characteristics of Eq.~5.8! have the
form

dx

dz
5u,

du

dz
52l~z!uS p

2
,z D sinx. ~5.11!

The presence ofu(p/2,z) in Eq. ~5.11! which is determined
by the trajectory reachingx5p/2 in ‘‘time’’ z introduces a
nonlocal inz coupling between different trajectories. In th
lowest order overl(z), we search for a solution in the form
x(z)5x01az sinx01dx(z) andu(z)5a sinx01du(z), where
dx anddu are proportional tol and vanish atz50. Substi-
tuting this into Eqs.~5.11! and keeping only terms linear in
l, we obtain
7-11
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dx~z!52aE
0

z

~z2h!l~h!cos@Q~ah!#

3sin@x01ah sinx0#dh, ~5.12!

du~z!52aE
0

z

l~h!cos@Q~ah!#sin@x01ah sinx0#dh.

~5.13!

Thereby, we know the characteristics of Eq.~5.8! in the first
order overl(z). As we have already seen in Sec. IV B,
order to calculate the Andreev conductanceGA
54pgux(p/2), one has to search for the characteris
which leads tox5p/2 in ‘‘time’’ z. Resolving equation
x(z)5p/2 we find that the initial point of such a trajector
x05p/22Q(az)1dx0, gets shifted by

dx05
a

11az sinQ~az!

3E
0

z

~z2h!l~h!cos@Q~ah!#cosFQ~az!S 12
h

z D Gdh

~5.14!

compared to the noninteracting case. A nonzerol influences
the derivative ux(p/2)5(]u/]x0)/(]x/]x0) which deter-
mines the Andreev conductance in two ways. The first c
rection d (1)ux(p/2) to the quasiclassical result~4.16! is re-
lated to the change of the initial pointx0 of the trajectory.
The second correctiond (2)ux(p/2) is due to the modification
of the functional dependences ofx(z) andu(z) versusx0 by
the terms~5.12! and ~5.13!. A straightforward calculation
yields

d (1)uxS p

2 D52
a cosQ~az!

@11az sinQ~az!#2
dx0 ~5.15!

and

d (2)uxS p

2 D52
a

@11az sinQ~az!#2E0

z

l~h!

3cos@Q~ah!#cosFQ~az!S 12
h

z D G
3@11ah sinQ~az!#2dh. ~5.16!

Finally, with the help of Eq.~4.14! we obtain for the An-
dreev conductance in the lowest order over the Coop
channel interactionl(z)

GA

GD
5

t sinQ~ t !

11t sinQ~ t !
2

Q~ t !

@11t sinQ~ t !#3
z

3E
0

1

l~xz!~12x!
Q~xt!

x
cos@Q~ t !~12x!#dx

2zE
0

1

l~xz!
@11xt sinQ~ t !#2

@11t sinQ~ t !#2

Q~xt!

x

13450
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3sin@Q~ t !~12x!#dx. ~5.17!

It is instructive to compare Eq.~5.17! with the result of
the standard calculation ofGA by means of a direct solution
of the Usadel equations. The first perturbative correction
GA due tol has been studied in Ref. 17 in 1D geometry, a
we present a generalization of their approach to the 2D c
of Fig. 1 in Appendix C. The resulting expression~C19!
looks pretty similar to Eq.~5.17!. The difference is that Eq
~5.17! contains, in general, the renormalized coupling co
stantl(z) which depends on the energy scale through E
~5.9!, while the result~C19! is expressed in terms of the ba
coupling constantld defined at the scalevd ; cf. Eq. ~5.10!.
Therefore, even on the level of the first correction the res
of the functional RG treatment, Eq.~5.17!, and of the Usadel
approach, Eq.~C19!, are somewhat different, with the forme
carrying more information. The main difficulties one e
counters proceeding with the Usadel equation are outli
below.

The Usadel equation contains, in principle, the logari
mic dependence ofl(z) which follows from the first term of
Eq. ~2.6! in the absence of a Finkelstein correction:l(z)
5ld /(11ldz). It emerges as a result of the self-consiste
determination of the proximity-inducedD in the normal
metal; cf. Eq.~C3!. However, in order to take these effec
into account within the approach presented in Appendix C
would be necessary to solve the whole problem with high
order accuracy inld , which seems to be an extremely com
plicated task. The main complication is the appearance of
supercurrent flowing in the normal region that leads to
rotation of the phasew(r ) of the anomalous Green functio
and also mixes both componentsf and f 1 of the distribution
function. As a consequence, the problem becomes ha
tractable.

In the interacting case, the situation with the quasiclas
cal approach becomes much more involved, as one ha
supply the Usadel equation with the equation for the elec
potential. As a result, the whole system of kinetic equatio
becomes so complicated that its solution presents not a t
nical but rather a conceptual problem. Therefore, our
proach seems to be the only tool to study the effect of
Cooper channel interaction on the conducting properties
2D N-S systems.

Staying within first-order accuracy overld , we identify
l(z)[ld and find exact agreement between Eqs.~5.17! and
~C19!. Moreover, two contributions to the correction toGA
given by Eqs.~5.15! and~5.16! have their direct counterpart
within the Usadel method: the first one is due to the mod
cation of the spectral angleu(r 5d) @cf. Eq. ~C10!#, whereas
the second one is, physically, due to the correction to
distribution function f 1(r 5L) by the presence of the in
ducedD @cf. Eq. ~C18!#.

The somewhat cumbersome expression~5.17! can be sim-
plified in the limiting cases of small and larget. For t!1, the
noninteracting Andreev conductanceGA

(0)'GT
2/GD , and one

has for the interaction correctiondGA[GA2GA
(0)

dGA

GA
522zE

0

1

l~xz!~12x!dx. ~5.18a!
7-12
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In the opposite limitt@1, the conductance is determined b
the diffusive conductor,GA

(0)'GD , and

dGA

GA
52

p

2
zE

0

1

l~xz!x cos
px

2
dx. ~5.18b!

An important consequence of Eqs.~5.18! is that the relative
value of thel correction to the subgap conductance is p
portional tolz at any value ofGT /GD , including the case
of a completely transparent interface withGT

2150. Thus,
our result differs from the one obtained by Stoof a
Nazarov17 who considered the same kind of problem in t
1D geometry and found a weak regular correction; l only.
The growth of the interaction-induced correction in 2D ind
cates that qualitative changes in the behavior of the func
u(x) do occur at large enough scalesz and one has to sum
the leading logarithmic terms, (lz)n.

In the most general case of arbitraryl(z), the FRG equa-
tion ~5.8! should be solved numerically. However, in th
limiting cases ofstrong and weak Cooper interactions, an
analytical solution can be obtained. The former refers to
situation when the first correction, Eq.~5.18a!, becomes of
the order of 1 already in the limit of weak transparency of
barrier,t!1. The latter applies when the first correction, E
~5.18b!, becomes important only in the diffusive regime,t
@1. The boundary between the limits of strong and we
repulsion in the Cooper channel slightly depends on the
lation betweenld andlg . In the rest of this section we wil
consider the case whenld;lg . Then repulsion is strong
~weak! provided thatlg@a (lg!a). We want to emphasize
that the notion of strong and weak interactions refers no
the value ofl itself but to the ratiol/a54pgl/GT . In both
cases the interaction correction can be either small or la
depending on the value oflz54pgl/GD .

The limiting cases of strong and weak repulsion will
considered in Secs. V C 2 and V C 3, and then~in Sec.
V C 4! we will turn to the discussion of the general case
arbitraryl.

Equations~5.18! describe the interaction correction to th
total resistance of the system. It is instructive to study a
the correction to the effective interface resistance define
Eq. ~4.18!. In the limit of strong repulsion, this correction
determined by Eq.~5.18a!. In the limit of weak repulsion,
RT,eff5RT /sinQ(t)'RT is only a small part ofRA at t@1.
Thel term is also a small correction ift!a/lg . Expanding
Eq. ~5.17! in the region 1!t!a/lg and assuming for sim
plicity that l(z)5lg , one obtains

RT,eff

RT
'11

p2

8t2
1S 12

2

p D lg

a
t2, ~5.19!

where the first two terms come from expansion of 1/sinQ(t).
According to Eq.~5.19!, RT,eff(t) first decreases witht up to
t;(a/lg)1/4 and then starts to increase. This increase i
qualitatively new feature appearing due to the interaction.
the upper boundary of applicability of Eq.~5.17!, at t
;a/lg , one hasRT,eff(t)/RT;a/lg@1. Thus, even within
the range where the first correction is still small, weak Co
per repulsion changes the dependence of the effective in
13450
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face resistance which starts to grow with the increase ot.
The behavior ofRT,eff(t) at t>a/lg will be studied in Sec.
V C 3.

2. Strong repulsion

If the Cooper interaction is strong in the sense that

lg@a[
GT

4pg
, ~5.20!

then the initial stage of the evolution ofu(x) is better repre-
sented in terms of the RG equations for the coefficientsg1
andg2 @cf. Eqs.~3.7! and ~5.7!#:

dg1

dz
52l~z!g1 ,

dg2

dz
52

1

4
g1

2 , ~5.21!

wherel(z) is given by Eq.~5.9!. Simple calculation gives

g1~z!5
alg

lgcoshlgz1ldsinhlgz
, ~5.22a!

g2~z!52
a2/4

lgcothlgz1ld
. ~5.22b!

At z@z1[lg
21 , the first harmonicsg1 vanishes, while the

second one saturates atg2
(1)52a2/4(ld1lg). The corre-

sponding subgap conductance is then given by

GA
(1)5216pgg2

(1)5
GT

2

4pg~ld1lg!
. ~5.23!

At the scalez>z1 higher harmonicsgn.2 are still much
smaller thang2 once the condition~5.20! is fulfilled, so that

u~x!52ã sin 2x, ã5
a2

2~ld1lg!
. ~5.24!

From now on further evolution ofu(x,z) with the increase
of z is given by the solution of the Euler equation~3.10! with
the initial condition~5.24! ~a somewhat similar situation wil
be discussed in Sec. VI A!. A change of variablesu(x,z)
5v(y,h) with y52x2p andh52z makes the solution for

v(y,h) identical ~up to the replacementa→ã) to the solu-
tion for u(x,z) discussed in Sec. III B. In particular, th
‘‘shock wave’’ develops in the solution foru(x) at the scale
z251/2ã5(lg1ld)/a2 that is much larger thanz1 under
the condition~5.20!.

To find the subgap conductance of the system w
ln(L/d)@z1, one should calculate, according to the gene
rule ~4.14!, the quantityux(p/2,z) with z52 ln(L/d). This
calculation is simplified by the fact thatu(p/2,z).0 at z
@z1. A similar situation was encountered in Sec. IV
where the normal-state conductance was considered. Di
entiating Eq.~5.8! over x at x5p/2 under the condition
u(p/2)50, one gets for the Andreev conductan
]GA

21/]z51/4pg, with the initial condition~5.23!. As a re-
sult, one obtains
7-13
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1

GA
'

1

GA
(1)

1
1

2pg
ln

L

d
, ~5.25!

where the first term is defined by Eq.~5.23!, and the second
term ~which can be of arbitrary magnitude compared to
first one! is the normal-state resistance of the film~in units of
\/e2). The first term in Eq.~5.25! has the meaning of the
effective interface resistance defined in Eq.~4.18!. In the
leading order overlg /a, RT,eff is given by 1/GA

(1) . Retaining
also the next-to-leading contribution, one can writeRT,eff as

e2

\
RT,eff5

4pg~lg1ld!

GT
2

2
C~ld /lg!

Ag
1OS GT

2

g3/2D ,

~5.26!

where the functionC(ld /lg) is of the order of 1 forld
;lg . The second term on the RHS of Eq.~5.26! is small
compared to both terms in Eq.~5.25! once the conditions
~5.20! and ln(L/d)@z1 are fulfilled.

3. Effect of weak repulsion at large scales

Here we study the solution of the FRG equation~5.8! in
the limit of weak repulsion. For the sake of simplicity w
will consider the case of scale-independentl(z)5const cor-
responding to Finkelstein’s fixed pointl5lg .

Consider first the qualitative effect of weak repulsio
lg!a, on the evolution of the functionu(x). At small t
!a/lg , it leads to a small reduction of the amplitude of t
solution compared to the noninteracting case. Att;a/lg
@1, when this correction becomes of the order of the so
tion itself, u(x) changes its sign and becomes negative
some part of the interval 0,x,p/2. For even largert
@a/lg , u(p/2) quickly approaches zero so thatu(x
,p/2),0 and u(x.p/2).0. Then the characteristic
~5.11! with x.p/2 keep moving to the right, while the cha
acteristics withx,p/2 move to the left, to the direction o
negativex. As a result, a shock wave will appear also ax
50, which, however, does not influence any physical res
given by the derivatives ofu(x) at x5p/2. The numerical
solution forl(z)5lg5a/2 is shown in Fig. 7.

To analyze Eq.~5.8! in the limit lg!a, it is convenient to
make the following rescaling:

s5lgz, v5u/lg . ~5.27!

Then, in terms of the functionv(x,s), Eq. ~5.8! takes the
form

vs1vvx52v~p/2!sinx, ~5.28!

with the initial conditionv0(x)5(a/lg)sinx.
Since the magnitude of this initial condition is muc

larger than 1,v(x,s) acquires a sawlike behavior ats
;lg /a!1 ~i.e., att;1). Therefore, the details ofv0(x) are
irrelevant for the study of the solution at large scaless
;1, and one can formally consider the initial conditio
v0(x)5Ax with A→`. The solution for Eq.~5.28! obtained
with suchv0(x) does not depend onlg and describes a uni
versal behavior of the system fort@1 in the limit of weak
13450
e

,

-
n

ts

repulsion. The corresponding dependenceY(s)
5RT,eff(s)/RD of the effective interface resistance obtain
by numerical solution of Eq.~5.28! and normalized toRD is
shown in Fig. 8. The functionY(s) has a maximumY
50.406 ats51.95, and in the limiting cases it is given by

Y~s!5H ~122/p!s, for s!1,

1.19/s, for s@1.
~5.29!

4. Arbitrary l and t

Solution of the FRG equation~5.8! for arbitrary l and t
should be obtained numerically. The effective interface
sistanceRT,eff normalized to the tunneling resistanceRT as a
function of t5RD /RT is plotted in Fig. 9@as in Sec. V C 3,

FIG. 7. Solutions for Eq.~5.8! with l/a51/2 for different val-
ues oft: ~a! initial stage of evolution,~b! solution for larget.

FIG. 8. The universal functionY(s)5RT,eff /RD vs s
5(ln L/d)/pAg.
7-14
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we consider l(z)5lg5const#. The dashed line show
RT,eff /RT51/sinQ(t) for the noninteracting case@cf. Eq.
~4.17!#.

For the case of strong repulsion,lg@a, RT,eff(t) very
quickly ~at t;a/lg!1) reaches its asymptotic value an
saturates atRT,eff(t5`)'(2lg /a)RT ; cf. Eq. ~5.26!. The
limiting valueRT,eff(`) decreases with the decrease oflg /a
up tolg /a;1. For smalllg /a, corresponding to the case o
weak repulsion, it starts to grow again withRT,eff(`)/RT
'1.19a/lg , according to Eq.~5.29!. Note that in this limit
RT,eff(t) reaches its asymptotic value at large scalet
;a/lg . The dependence ofRT,eff(`) as a function oflg /a
is shown in Fig. 10.

The most striking feature of Fig. 9 is a nonmonotono
dependence ofRT,eff(t), especially pronounced for weak re
pulsion, lg!a. In this limit, the effective interface resis
tance significantly exceeds its noninterating valueRT at large
scales t>(a/lg)1/2. Such a nonmonotonous dependen
arises even within applicability of the first-order correcti
~5.17! as discussed at the end of Sec. V C 1. Another imp
tant feature of Fig. 9 is that the limitsl→0 andRD→` do
not commute. Indeed, for any small but finitelg ,
RT,eff(t)/RT will eventually ~though at very larget) deviate
from the noninteracting dependence~dashed line in Fig. 9!
and become large.

FIG. 9. Dependence of the effective interface resista
RT,eff(t)/RT vs t5RD /RT for different values ofl/a obtained by
numerical solution of Eq.~5.8! for l(z)5const. The dashed line
corresponds to the noninteracting case,l50.

FIG. 10. The limiting valueRT,eff(t5`)/RT vs l/a @for l(z)
5const#.
13450
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We will see in Sec. VI that such a nonmonotonous dep
dence ofRT,eff(t) will manifest itself in a nonmonotonou
temperature and voltage behavior of the subgap conducta

In this section we assumed thatl(z) had already reached
its fixed-point value lg51/(2pAg), so that lg /a
52Ag/GT . Thus, the limits of strong and weak interactio
are separated byGT;Ag. For GT!Ag, the interaction is
strong, and forGT@Ag ~and, in particular, for the case of
completely transparent interface,GT5`), the interaction is
weak. It is then natural to measure all dimensionless cond
tances in units ofAg. The effective interface resistanceRT,eff
normalized to its limiting valueRT,eff(`) at large spatial
scales~cf. Fig. 10! as a function ofAg/GD5s/25lgz/2 is
shown in Fig. 11, with different curves corresponding to d
ferent values ofGT /Ag. The asymptotic curve~dashed line!
for the transparent interface,GT→`, is given by RT,eff

5Y@2Ag(e2RD /\)#RD ; cf. Eq. ~5.29!. In this limit, for
RD@\/e2Ag one has

e2

\
RA5

0.6

Ag
1

1

2pg
ln

L

d
. ~5.30!

D. Noise

In this section we will analyze the effect of interaction o
the noise of N-S current. As shown in Sec. IV C, the curre
current correlator is determined by the noise functionPS(t);
see Eqs.~4.19! and~4.20!. Qualitatively,PS can be estimated
by comparing the effective tunneling resistanceRT,eff with
the diffusive resistanceRD . If RT,eff@RD , then PS'3,
while in the opposite case (RT,eff!RD) PS'1. As in Sec.
V C 3, we will assume here that thel(z) has already
reached its fixed pointl5lg . ThenPS becomes a function
of two parameterst5RD /RT andlg /a52Ag/GT . Summa-
rizing results of Sec. V C, one can sketch the bounda
between regions withPS53 and PS51 on the plane
„log t,log(GT /Ag)…; see Fig. 12.

In the case of strong repulsionGT!Ag, the functionu(x)
very quickly ~at t;GT /Ag) reduces to the second harmoni
Eq. ~5.24!, and RT,eff saturates at RT,eff5RA

(1)

e
FIG. 11. The effective interface resistanceRT,eff normalized to

its limiting value at GD
215` ~see Fig. 10! as a function of

Ag/GD5lgz/2 for various values ofGT /Ag. The plot corresponds
to Finkelstein’s fixed pointl5lg[1/(2pAg).
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[(4Ag/GT)RT @cf. Eq. ~5.23!#. As explained in Sec. V C 2
further evolution ofu(x) is analogous~after a proper rescal
ing and shift of variables! to the evolution ofu(x) for the
noninteracting case considered in Sec. III B. The prope
u(p/2)50 makes the calculation of the noise functionPS
analogous to the calculation of the functionPN for the case
of the normal island; see Sec. IV A. So one obtainsPS

int

5PN(RD /RA
(1)). Thus, in the limitGT!Ag, the crossover

between the tunnel (PS53) and diffusive (PS51) character
of noise is shifted tot;Ag/GT@1; see Fig. 12.

In the limit of weak repulsion,GT@Ag, the situation is
more interesting. Fort;1, interaction corrections can b
neglected andPS is given by the noninteracting expressio
~4.22!. So, att;1, PS decreases from 3 to 1, the correspon
ing boundary being shown in Fig. 12. Later, att;GT /Ag
@1 ~whenRD;\/e2Ag) interaction corrections become re
evant. In this region,RT,eff is of the order ofRD ~cf. Fig. 8!,
and one may anticipate thatPS will deviate from 1. For even
larger t when the resistance is dominated by the diffus
conductor,PS will eventually reduce to 1. This crossove
region is marked in Fig. 12 by the dashed lines.

The behavior ofPS in the crossover regiont;GT /Ag
@1 can be obtained by numerical solution of Eq.~5.28!. The
resulting PS(s) is plotted as a function ofs5lgz
5(ln L/d)/pAg52(e2/\)RDAg @cf. Eq. ~5.27!# in Fig. 13.
PS(s) has a minimumPS50.99 ats50.40 and a maximum
PS51.28 ats53.25.

The negative derivative ofPS(s) for s!1 can be obtained
analytically. Seeking the solution of Eq.~5.28! as a series
over s, one finds

v~x,s!5
x

s
2

p~12cosx!

2x
1O~s!, ~5.31!

where the first term is the usual saw function, while the ot
terms are due to the RHS of Eq.~5.28!. Now, with the help
of Eq. ~4.20! one gets fors!1

FIG. 12. Schematic map of the noise coefficientPS as a function
of the tunnel and diffusive resistances in the presence of Co
repulsionl5lg . The dark area refers to the tunnel limitPS'3,
whereas light regions correspond to the diffusive regime withPS

'1.
13450
y

-

r

PS~s!512S 1

2
2

12

p2
1

24

p3D s5120.058 s. ~5.32!

VI. TEMPERATURE, VOLTAGE, AND MAGNETIC FIELD
EFFECTS

A. General analysis

In this section we consider the case of a superconduc
island in the situation when temperature and/or voltage
high compared to the Thouless energy or the perpendic
magnetic lengthl H5AF0 /H is shorter than the system siz
L. Then Cooperon coherence is destroyed at the energy s
V* .ETh , whereV* 5max(T,eV,eDH/c). At the same time
we will assume that the frequencyv of the external voltage
~or current! is smaller than the Thouless energy.

According to the general approach explained in Sec. III
we have to determine an effective proximity action via t
RG procedure accomplished down to the energy scaleETh .
Now the whole energy interval of the RG,vd.V.ETh , can
be divided into two regions with different FRG equations.
the regionvd.V.V* , renormalization of the action~3.1!
is described by Eq.~3.10! derived in Sec. III for the nonin-
teracting case or its analog~5.8! in the presence of an inter
action. In the regionV* .V.ETh , Cooperons are sup
pressed while diffuson modes still contribute to t
renormalization of the action~3.1!. Thus, at large scales,V
,V* , the chargesgn depend on two RG ‘‘time’’ arguments
z and z* [ ln(vd /V* ). For z.z* , the bulk matrix Q is
purely diagonal in Nambu space@cf. Eq. ~2.3!#. On the other
hand, according to Eq.~2.8!, the island’s matrixQS is off
diagonal in Nambu space, due to the Andreev nature of
subgap tunneling across the interface. As a result, tr(QSQ)n

with odd n vanishes, and sogn’s with odd n do not contrib-
ute to the multicharge RG equation~3.7! at scalesz.z* .

To describe the evolution ofgn’s at z.z* , one should
modify the derivation presented in Sec. III B for the case
evenn. The difference is that now only the first line of Eq
~A2! corresponding to diffuson pairing contributes to the a
erageDSk,n5 i ^Sint,kSint,n&. But for evenk and n, and atz
.z* , the matricesA and B defined in Eq.~3.4! commute
with tz . Then the zero-energy limit of the first line of Eq
~A2! reproduces Eq.~A3! used in the derivation of Eq.~3.5!.

er

FIG. 13. Noise functionPS(s) vs s52Ag/GD for the case of
weak interaction,GT@Ag.
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Hence, we conclude that evolution of$g2m% at z.z* is de-
scribed by the same Eq.~3.7!, with all g2m11 set to zero.

To describe evolution of the set$gn% at z.z* , we find it
convenient to introduce Fourier transformation with resp
to evenn:

ũ~x!5 (
n51

`

2ng2nsin 2nx5
1

2
@u~x!2u~p2x!#. ~6.1!

Then the FRG equation for the functionũ(x) acquires the
form of the Euler equation:

ũz1ũũx50. ~6.2!

The functionũ(x,z;z* ) that determines physical quantitie
~see below! is then given by the solution of Eq.~6.2! with the
initial condition

ũ~x,z* ;z* !5
1

2
@u~x,z* !2u~p2x,z* !#, ~6.3!

whereu(x,z* ) is the solution for the FRG equation~5.8! at
z* 5 ln(vd /V* ). We want to emphasize that the reducti
u(x)→ũ(x) at z5z* describes the crossover from theV*
!ETh to V* @ETh regimes only with logarithmic accuracy
The number in the correct cutoff of logarithm is beyond t
RG precision.

Below we apply the described scheme to the calcula
of physical quantities. To determine the Andreev cond
tance at largeV* .ETh in terms of the functionũ(x) we
should use a generalized version of Eq.~4.13!. Namely, we
should take into account that fore.ETh , parametersg2n
depend on the energy argumente running under the trace@cf.
Eq. ~B3!#, since it is just the value ofe which determines the
Cooperon coherence scale. Thus,g2n(e) should be put unde
the sign of Tr in Eq.~4.13!. The trace operator contains a
integral over e those main contribution comes frome
;V* . As a result, we obtain the following expression f
the ~nonlinear! current:

I ~V!5
e2

\
GA~V* !V, ~6.4!

where the value ofGA(V* ) is determined to logarithmic
accuracy as

GA~V* ![GA~ t,t* !54pgũxS p

2
,z;z* D . ~6.5!

Calculation ofũx(p/2) is very simple sinceũ(p/2)50:

]~1/GA!

]z U
z.z

*

5
1

4pg
; ~6.6!

cf. the normal-metal case discussed in Sec. IV A.
Equations~6.5! and~6.6! can be naturally interpreted wit

the help of the effective interface resistanceRT,eff introduced
in Eq. ~4.18!. An important property of this quantity is that
is formed by Cooperons only which are taken into acco
by the FRG equation foru(x). At scalest.t* [az* , Coop-
13450
t

n
-

t

eron coherence is lost, andRT,eff(t) saturates at the constan
level RT,eff(t* ), becoming independent ofRD anymore. As a
result,

RA~ t,t* !5RD1RT,eff~ t* !, ~6.7!

whereRD5RTt5 ln(L/d)/2ps is the energy-independent re
sistance of the normal film.

Considerations that lead to Eq.~6.5! can be generalized to
higher correlators of current as well. To logarithmic acc
racy, the noise power is given by the zero-energy express
~4.19! and ~4.20! with u(x,z) replaced byũ(x,z;z* ). The
quantities ũx(p/2) and ũxxx(p/2) entering this expression
can be calculated similarly to Eq.~4.9!:

ũxS p

2
,z;z* D5

ux~p/2,z* !

11~z2z* !ux~p/2,z* !
, ~6.8!

ũxxxS p

2
,z;z* D5

uxxx~p/2,z* !

@11~z2z* !ux~p/2,z* !#4
. ~6.9!

As a result, the current-current correlation function can
written in the form similar to Eq.~4.19!:

^I vI 2v&5
e2GA~ t,t* !

3\ H @32PS~ t,t* !#C~v!1
1

2
PS~ t,t* !

3@C~v22eV!1C~v12eV!#J , ~6.10!

whereGA(t,t* ) is given by Eq.~6.7!, and the noise function
PS(t,t* ) depends now on two RG ‘‘time’’ variables. Usin
Eqs.~4.14!, ~4.20!, ~6.5!, and~6.7!, one obtains

PS~ t,t* !511
GA

3~ t,t* !

GA
3~ t* ,t* !

@PS~ t* !21#. ~6.11!

Here bothGA(t* ,t* )[GA(t* ) andPS(t* ) are given by the
zero-energy results att5t* .

B. Noninteracting case

1. Andreev conductance

To calculate the Andreev conductance we substit
RT,eff(t* )5RT /sinQ(t* ) into Eq. ~4.18!:

GA~V* !5GT

sinQ~ t* !

11t sinQ~ t* !
5GD

t sinQ~ t* !

11t sinQ~ t* !
,

~6.12!

which can be obtained from the zero-energy result~4.17! by
the replacementQ(t)→Q(t* ).

Below we apply Eq.~6.12! to the analysis of two specific
examples.

We start from the case of thelinear conductance as a
function of temperature. The corresponding curvesGA(T)
for several values of the ratiot5GT /GD are presented in
Fig. 14. In the limitGT@GD any dependence onT disap-
pears and N-S conductance is equal to the diffusive cond
tance GD . This result is in disagreement wit
7-17
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calculations35,17 which predict, for an ideal N-S structure i
the 1D geometry, a conductance maximum atT;ETh with
the relative magnitude about 10%~the so-called finite-bias
anomaly!. This discrepancy is due to the limited precision
our calculation scheme, which is equivalent to the summ
tion of the main logarithmic terms. The finite-bias anoma
is due to the energy dependence of the effective diffus
constantD(e) at e;ETh , and this effect is beyond the mai
logarithmic approximation. As one can see from Fig. 14,
zero-bias anomaly is stronger than the finite-bias anom
for small enough values oft.

Consider now thenonlinear subgap conductance at hig
temperatureT@ETh and arbitrary relation betweenT and
eV. At eV!T we are back to the linear conductance ca
with t* 5tT[(GT/4pg)ln(vd /T), whereas at large voltag
eV@T we havet* 5tV[(GT/4pg)ln(vd /eV).

To find the behavior ofGA(T,V) in the crossover region
eV;T@ETh we need to improve the logarithmic accuracy
Eq. ~6.12!. To this end, we perform a more accurate calc
lation of the energy integral under the trace in the gene
ized version of Eq.~4.13! taking into account the energ
dependence ofgn(E):

GA~T,V!

GD
5

1

2eVE0

`

dEF tanh
E1

2T
2tanh

E2

2T G
3

t sinQ~ tE!

11t sinQ~ tE!
, ~6.13!

where E65E6eV and tE5(GT/4pg)ln(vd /E). The loga-
rithmic factor ln(vd /E) comes from the integration over 2D
Cooperon modes,*1/dd2q/(Dq262iE), which determines
the Cooperon amplitude at coinciding point~i.e., the prob-
ability of return!. In the presence of a transverse magne
field, Cooperon modes are quantized, so integration over
menta is substituted by the summation over Landau lev
see, e.g., Ref. 36. Then the effect of magnetic field upon
subgap conductance can be accounted by the replaceme
tE in Eq. ~6.13! by

FIG. 14. The linear Andreev conductanceGA(T) normalized to
its zero-temperature value vsT/ETh for different values of the ratio
t5GT /GD . The plot corresponds to the geometry shown in Fig
with L/d520, i.e., vd /ETh5400. In the intermediate regionT
;ETh ~sketched by a dashed line!, corrections are nonlogarithmi
and cannot be taken into account within the RG approach.
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tE~H !5
GT

4pg F ln
\c

2eHd2
2RecS 1

2
2 i

Ec

2eDHD G ,

~6.14!

wherec(x)5d ln G(x)/dx is the digamma function.
In the limiting case of weak interface transparencyt

!1, the Andreev conductance is given by

GA~T,V,H !

GT
2/4pg

55
ln

vd

eV
11, for eV@S T,

eDH

c D ,

ln
2vd

pT
1g, for T@S eV,

eDH

c D ,

ln
2vdc

eDH
1g, for

eDH

c
@~T,eV!,

~6.15!

whereg50.577 . . . is theEuler constant. Comparing thes
asymptotics, we conclude that a crossover from the volt
to temperature-dominated effective interface resistance
curs at 2eV'pe12gT'4.8T. Similarly, a crossover from
the temperature- to magnetic-field-dominated resistance
curs atH'pcT/eD.

For arbitraryt, the behavior ofGA in the crossover region
should be obtained by numerical integration in Eq.~6.13!.
The corresponding plots ofGA(T,V) as a function of 2eV/T
for different values oft are presented in Fig. 15. Note, fi
nally, that the difference between the nonlinear conducta
GA(V)[I A /V and the differential conductancedIA /dV
should be neglected in the main logarithmic approximatio

2. Current fluctuations

In order to calculate the noise functionPS(t,t* ) at V*
@ETh we substitute Eqs.~4.22! and~6.12! into Eq.~6.11!. As
a result, we obtain

PS~ t,t* !511
11Q* tanQ* 13Q* cotQ*

2~11Q* tanQ* !~11t sinQ* !3
,

~6.16!

FIG. 15. The nonlinear Andreev conductanceGA(T,V) normal-
ized to the linear conductanceGA(T,0) vs the ratio 2eV/T for
T/ETh510. As in Fig. 14,vd /ETh5400. Different curves corre-
spond to different ratiost5GT /GD : 0.1 ~bottom!, 0.5, 1, 2, 10
~top!.
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whereQ[Q(t), Q* [Q(t* ), andGA(V* ) is given by Eq.
~6.5!.

Equations~6.10! and~6.16! determine fluctuations of N-S
current as a function of temperature, voltage, magnetic fi
and frequency (v!ETh) at arbitrary values of the ratiot
5GT /GD . The dependence of noise uponT, V, and v
comes in two different ways: via the functionsC(v
62eV)5V coth@(v62eV)/2T# and via the Cooperon cutof
scale V* 5max(T,eV,v,eDH/c) which determines t*
5(GT/4pg)ln(vd /V* ). In the limit t→`, the function
PS(t,t* )/3 approaches 1/3 and the expression for noise
duces to the standard form19 for purely diffusive N-S junc-
tion at V* ,ETh .37 However, the range oft where such a
universal behavior sets in does depend uponV* : the in-
crease ofV* leads to the decrease of the proximity ang
Q* , which, in turn, increases the factorPS(t,t* ). A number
of curves characterizing the behavior ofPS(t,t* ) as a func-
tion of V* /ETh at different values oft are presented in Fig
16.

C. Effects of interaction

This section contains the main application of our theo
since variation of temperature, voltage, or magnetic field
natural tool to study system properties. Here all effects d
cussed in the body of the paper come into play altoget
Therefore, we will repeat briefly the main concepts t
reader could gain from the above discussion.

At scales smaller than the Cooperon coherence len
AD/V* , i.e., atz,z* [ ln(vd /V* ), the system is describe
by the functionu(x,z) which evolves according to the FRG
equation~5.8!. At larger scales,z.z* , one should introduce
a ‘‘two-time’’ function ũ(x,z;z* ). It is obtained from
u(x,z) by the reduction~6.3! and obeys the FRG equatio
~6.2!. The conductance and noise power are given by E
~4.14! and ~4.20!, with u(x,z) being substituted by
ũ(x,z;z* ) and z5 ln(vd /ETh)52 ln(L/d). The V* depen-
dence of the conductance can be easily expressed with
help of the effective interface resistance according to
~6.7!.

In the noninteracting approximation the effect of lar
V* @ETh was to decrease the Andreev conductance c
pared to the zero-energy limit,V* !ETh , due to the increase

FIG. 16. Noise functionPS(t,t* ) vs V* /ETh for different val-
ues oft5GT /GD . As in Fig. 14, the ratiovd /ETh5400.
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of RT,eff(t* ). The drastic change introduced by the Coop
interaction is thatRT,eff(t* ) shown in Fig. 9 is no longer a
monotonous function oft* . Therefore, depending on th
relation between parameters of the problem, the subgap
ductance may either decrease or increase with the increa
V* . This unusual enhancement of conductivity with the
crease of the decoherence energy scaleV* is most pro-
nounced in the limit of weak repulsion,GT@2Ag @we again
assume thatl(z) had reached Finkelstein’s fixed pointlg#.
In this case, according to the results of Sec. V C 1,RT,eff(t* )
decreases witht* at t* !(GT /Ag)1/4 and increases witht*
at t* @(GT /Ag)1/4; cf. Eq. ~5.19!. Hence, the total conduc
tance decreases with the growth ofV* for V* @Vcr and
increases forV* !Vcr , whereVcr5vdexp(2cg7/8/GT

3/4) and
c52p7/4(p22)21/4'14.3. Since the total resistance is th
sum of RT,eff and RD @cf. Eq. ~6.7!#, the magnitude of the
effect is determined by the ratioRT,eff /RD which, according
to Fig. 8, has a maximum att'GT /Ag. An example of such
a nonmonotonous dependence ofGA(V* ) is shown in Fig.
17. The curves differ by the ratiot5RD /RT and correspond
to GT510Ag ~i.e., lg /a50.2).

In the opposite case of strong repulsion,GT!2Ag, the
V* dependence ofGA is absent for t* @GT /Ag when
RT,eff(t* ) is t* independent. The reason is that strong rep
sion makes Cooperons ineffective at scalesz@z1[1/lg
when allgn’s with odd n vanish; see Sec. V C 2. Therefor
the reductionu(x)→ũ(x) at the scalez* leaves the function
u(x) intact, indicating that physical results areV* indepen-
dent. They becomeV* dependent at relatively large scale
whenz* ,z1, i.e., at ln(vd /V* ),2pAg. The principal effect
of V* is then to decreaseGA with the increase ofV* .

Finally, we will dwell on theV* dependence of the nois
power. According to Eq.~6.10!, the latter is described by th
function PS(t,t* ) which now depends on two RG ‘‘time’’
arguments. Equation~6.11! relates PS(t,t* ) to the zero-
energy expressions forGA(t* ) andPS(t* ).

We start from the case of the weak interaction. The cro
over from the tunnel (PS53) to diffusive (PS51) character
of noise att,t* ;1 is well described within the noninterac
ing approximation investigated above. To study the no

FIG. 17. Dependence of the Andreev conductanceGA(V* )
~normalized to the zero-energy value! on the ratioV* /ETh for dif-
ferent values oft. For all plots, vd /ETh5400, l5lg , and GT

510Ag.
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function in the vicinity of the interaction-induced peak inPS

at t,t* ;GT /Ag@1 ~cf. Fig. 13! we substitute the function
Y(s) and PS(s) shown in Figs. 8 and 13, respectively, in
Eq. ~6.11!. The resulting dependence ofPS(s,s* ) as a func-
tion of s* is plotted in Fig. 18 for different values ofs. We
remind the reader thatPS(s,s* ) is defined ats* ,s and re-
duces to the zero-energy result at coincident ‘‘times
PS(s* ,s* )5PS(s* ). The latter function is sketched in Fig
18 by the dashed line. Taking into account thats* 5lgz*
5(1/2pAg)ln(vd /V* ), one obtains from Fig. 18 thatPS de-
creases with the increase of the Cooperon decoherence
ergy scaleV* ~at t,t* @1), as if the system becomes mo
diffusive. This trend is opposite to what one has in the n
interacting case when the increase ofV* drives the system
toward the tunnel limit, thus increasingPS . Note also that,
contrary toPS(s) ~cf. Fig. 13!, PS(s,s* ) shown in Fig. 18 is
a monotonous function ofs* at a fixeds.

In the limit of strong repulsion,GT!Ag, the zero-energy
noise functionPS(t) exhibits a crossover from the tunnel
diffusive regimes att;Ag/GT@1. Nevertheless,PS(t,t* )
remains t* independent up to much smallert* ;GT /Ag
!1 corresponding to relatively large energy sca
ln(vd /V* ).2pAg. This effect is of the same origin as th
above-mentionedV* independence ofGA in the limit of
strong repulsion.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown in this paper that electron transp
through mesoscopic N-I-S structures can be fully descri
in terms of the Keldysh-space proximity actio
Sprox@QS ,QN#, as defined in Eq.~3.13!. This action is a func-
tional of two matricesQS and QN , corresponding to the
superconductive and normal leads. Throughout the paper
choose the gauge with the normal lead being in equilibriu
with QN5L. The superconductive terminal is characteriz
by the matrixQS which contains both the classical (w1) and
quantum (w2) components of the order parameter phase. T
physical response and correlation functions of any order
be determined from the proximity action by calculating t
derivatives with respect to the quantum component at a g
value of the classical component of the phase, as expla
in the beginning of Sec. IV. In principle, the proximity actio

FIG. 18. Noise functionPS(s,s* ) vs s* for different values ofs.
The dashed line showsPS(s* ,s* )5PS(s* ).
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functional contains information about full charge trans
statistics~cf. Refs. 30, 31, and 33!.

The proximity action functional is known once the set
‘‘charges’’ gn or, equivalently, the periodic functionu(x),
Eq. ~3.9!, is specified. It was explained in Sec. III C that th
function u(x) is directly related to the generating function
for the transmission coefficients, introduced in Ref. 4. Ac
ally, the proximity action approach bears an obvious analo
with the scattering matrix approach6,4 as both describe trans
port properties in terms of the characteristics of the termin
~stationary-state Green functions of the terminalsQS,N in the
former versus asymptotic scattering states in the latter
proach!. The proximity action method is well suited for th
treatment of interaction effects in the contact region; the t
which is out of reach for the standard scattering-matrix te
nique.

Actual calculation of the functionu(x) that determines
the proximity action is accomplished by the functional ren
malization group method. In the simplest case~no interaction
in the N region, and all relevant energies are much below
Thouless energy scaleETh5\D/L2) the FRG equation re-
duces to the Euler equation~3.10! for 1D motion of a com-
pressible gas. Although we derived this equation for the n
mal conductor of 2D geometry, its solution, Eq.~3.12!, is
applicable~being expressed in terms of the ratiot5GT /GD
of the tunneling to diffusive conductances! to any coherent
conductor. If higher-energy scalesV>ETh or electron-
electron interactions are involved, the applicability of o
FRG procedure is limited to 2D diffusive conductors. T
generalized FRG equation that takes into account interac
constantl in the Cooper channel of the N conductor is giv
by Eq.~5.8!. We derive this equation and analyze its soluti
in Sec. V analytically in two limiting cases of weak intera
tion of arbitrary sign and of strong repulsion. We also pr
vide the results of numerical solution of Eq.~5.8! in the
intermediate region of moderate repulsion. The main feat
of the interaction effect in 2D is that it leads to the infrare
growing corrections of the order ofl ln(L/d), which should
be summed up nonperturbatively for the system of su
ciently large sizeL, for any value of the ratioGT /GD . This
is in contrast with the 1D case~as treated in Ref. 17 for the
case of the fully transparent interface,GT

2150), where the
interaction correction to the resistance was found to be sm
of the order ofl itself.

The physical consequences of Cooper repulsion in a
proximity system depend on the relation betweenl and the
ratio GT/4pg. For clarity, we assumed that the interactio
constant had reached Finkelstein’s fixed pointl51/2pAg.
Thus, strong repulsion corresponds to a relatively weak t
neling conductanceGT!2Ag and vice versa. It is conve
nient to characterize N-I-S transport in terms of an effect
interface resistanceRT,eff , so that the total resistance is equ
to RD1RT,eff . If GT!2Ag, then RT,eff'(4Ag/GT)RT

@RT . This asymptotic result is valid att>GT /Ag. At
longer length scales, such that ln(L/d)>pAg, Cooper-
channel correlations are irrelevant and the form of the pr
imity action coincides with that of an N-I-N structure, up
the replacements of charge quantum and tunneling re
7-20
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tance:e→2e and RT→RT,eff . As a particular example o
this property, in Sec. V D we calculated the N-I-S noise
tensity. In the opposite case,GT@2Ag, the evolution of
RT,eff with the growth oft is rather unexpected~cf. Fig. 11!:
first it decreases witht, reaches a minimum value of th
order of RT at t;(GT /Ag)1/4, and then grows up to the
asymptotic value 0.6\/e2Ag at t>GT /Ag. Nonmonotonous
behavior with a maximum of relative height about 30%
demonstrated by the noise power as well; cf. Sec. V D.

At finite temperature, voltage, or magnetic field Cooper
coherence is destroyed at the time of the order of\/V* ,
where V* 5max(T,eV,eDH/c). We calculated the Andree
conductance and shot noise power in the presence of t
phase-breaking effects in Sec. VI B for a noninteracting n
mal conductor. The role of phase-breaking effects in
presence of repulsion in the normal conductor is discusse
Sec. VI C. In the case of a highly transparent interface,GT

@2Ag, and atRD@RT , an unusual ‘‘finite-bias’’ maximum
of the Andreev conductanceGA(V* ) is predicted~cf. Fig.
17!, which is a consequence of the nonmonotonous beha
of RT,eff(t) mentioned above. Contrary to th
well-known35,17 finite-bias anomaly at (T,eV);ETh in the
noninteracting case, this new anomaly is expected at a m
larger value ofV* /ETh . Moreover, it should be seen as
function of magnetic field as well. In simple terms the orig
of this new effect can be understood as follows: repulsion
the normal metal produces a superconductive ‘‘gap fu
tion’’ in the normal conductor,DN , with negative~compared
to DS in a superconductor! sign. Due to its opposite sign,DN
decreases the conductance of the structure; therefore an
coherence that reducesDN leads to the increase of the co
ductance.

We did not consider in this paper the weak localizati
~WL! effect and the Coulomb zero-bias anomaly. The rea
13450
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n

se
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n
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to neglect them, as explained in the Introduction, is that re
tive magnitudes of these effects scale asg21u ln Vu. However,
both of these effects have a high-frequency cutoff at the
verse elastic scattering time 1/t, and their contributions to
the tunneling and diffusive conductances from the ene
scalesvd,V,1/t are not necessarily small. Since logarit
mic corrections to the proximity action we have studied a
coming from much lower-energy scalesV<vd , these ef-
fects can be considered separately: high-frequency fluc
tions can be accounted via the replacement of the bare
ductancesGT andg by their values corrected by the WL an
ZBA effects at the energy scalesvd,V,1/t, provided that
the renormalized value ofg is still large.

In this paper we consider the low-frequency casev
!ETh only. This limitation is due to technical complication
at higher frequencies the effects of dynamic screening sho
be taken into account, which makes the expression for
proximity action much more involved. However, it is po
sible to show that the results obtained for the Andreev c
ductance are still valid for frequencies up to a much high
frequency scalevmax @defined after Eq.~4.5!# at which the
electroneutrality of the system sets in. Experimentally, N
noise in the presence of high-frequency radiation (v@ETh)
was studied in Ref. 38. We leave theoretical consideration
this problem for the future.
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APPENDIX A: CONTRACTION RULES

The contraction rule for averaging overW is given by1

^TrAW•TrBW&5
1

2pnE dqde1de2

~2p!4
X~q,e1 ,e2!, ~A1!

where

X5
tr@A12L2B21L11A12~L0!2B21~L0!12A12tzB21tz2A12B21#@Dq21 i ~e12e2!~L0!1#

~Dq2!21~e12e2!2

1
tr@A12L2B21L12A12~L0!2B21~L0!11A12tzB21tz2A12B21#@Dq21 i ~e11e2!~L0!1#

~Dq2!21~e11e2!2
. ~A2!

Here A12[A(q,e1 ,e2), B21[B(2q,e2 ,e1), Lm[L(em), and (L0)m[L0(em). The first ~second! line of Eq. ~A2! corre-
sponds to diffuson~Cooperon! pairing.

In the zero-energy limitDq2@e1 ,e2, this expression can be simplified as

^TrAW•TrBW&5
2

pgE dqde1de2

~2p!4

tr~A12L2B21L12A12B21!

q2
. ~A3!
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APPENDIX B: CONTRIBUTION OF A SINGLE TERM
FROM THE MULTICHARGE ACTION TO THE

CONDUCTANCE AND NOISE

Here we calculate the quantity which describes the c
tribution of a single term from the action~3.15! to the dc
conductance of the system in the zero-energy limit (V*
!ETh):

d

dw2
TrK~eiwJL0e2 iwJL0!nuw250 , ~B1!

with w1 obeying the Josephson relationẇ152eV. The de-
rivative can act either oneiwJ or on e2 iwJ so that Eq.~B1!
reduces to

inE
2`

` de

2p
trKsx@Mn~V!2Mn~2V!#, ~B2!

whereM is diagonal in the energy space matrix,

M ee~V!5L0~e1!L0~e2!5S 1 2@F~e2!2F~e1!#

0 1 D
K

,

~B3!

and e65e6eV. CalculatingMn, integrating overe, and
tracing with sx one finds that both terms in Eq.~B2! yield
the same contributions, and

d

dw2
TrK~eiwJL0e2 iwJL0!nuw2505

8i

p
n2eV. ~B4!

In a similar way one can obtain

d

dw2
TrK~eiwJ /2L0e2 iwJ /2L0!nuw2505

2i

p
n2eV. ~B5!

Now we turn to another expression emerging in calculat
of the current-current correlator from the action~3.1!:

Ln~ t,t8;V!5
d2

dw2~ t !dw2~ t8!
TrK~eiwJL0e2 iwJL0!nuw250 .

~B6!

Here there are several possibilities depending on where
derivatives act on. First of all we note that they cannot act
the same exponenteiwJ ~or e2 iwJ). Indeed, in this case Eq
~B6! would reduce to TrMn(V)}Tr1 that would give zero
according to the rules of the Keldyshs model.21 Therefore
there are four different contributions~coinciding time indices
t,t8 are omitted!:

Ln~V!5Ln
a~V!1Ln

a~2V!1Ln
b~V!1Ln

b~2V!. ~B7!

Performing a Fourier transformation to the frequency dom
one obtains
13450
-

n

he
n

n

Ln
a~v;V!5n (

p,q>0
p1q5n21

E
2`

` de

2p

3trK$L0M p~2V!sx%e1v12eV$L0Mq~V!sx%e ,

Ln
b~v;V!52n (

r ,s>0
r 1s5n22

E
2`

` de

2p
trKL0~e1v12eV!

3$L0Mr~V!sx%e1vL0~e12eV!

3$L0Ms~V!sx%e .

Evaluating matrix powers and computing traces we obta

Ln
a~v;V!54n (

p,q>0
p1q5n21

E
2`

`

@~p11!F~e1v12eV!

2pF~e1v!#@~q11!F~e!2qF~e12eV!#
de

2p
,

Ln
b~v;V!524n (

r ,s>0
r 1s5n22

~r 11!~s11!

3E
2`

`

@F~e1v!2F~e1v12eV!#

3@F~e!2F~e12eV!#
de

2p
.

Now integrating over energy with the help of Eq.~4.7!, we
arrive at

Ln
a~v;V!5

4n

p (
p,q>0

p1q5n21

$2~p11!qC~v!2pqC~v22eV!

2~p11!~q11!C~v12eV!%,

Ln
b~v;V!5

4n

p (
r ,s>0

r 1s5n22

~r 11!~s11!@2C~v!

2C~v22eV!2C~v12eV!#.

Evaluating the sums with the help of

(
p,q>0

p1q5n21

pq5S n
3D ,

(
p,q>0

p1q5n21

~p11!q5 (
r ,s>0

r 1s5n22

~r 11!~s11!5S n11
3 D ,

(
p,q>0

p1q5n21

~p11!~q11!5S n12
3 D ,

we get
7-22
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Ln
a~v;V!1Ln

b~v;V!5
2n2

3p
$4~n221!C~v!

2~n21!~2n21!C~v22eV!

2~n11!~2n11!C~v12eV!%.

~B8!

Finally, substituting Eq.~B8! into Eq. ~B7!, we obtain

d2

dw2~v!dw2~2v!
TrK~eiwJL0e2 iwJL0!nuw250

52
4n2

3p
$~2n211!@C~v22eV!1C~v12eV!#

24~n221!C~v!%. ~B9!

Analogously,

d2

dw2~v!dw2~2v!
TrK~eiwJ /2L0e2 iwJ /2L0!nuw250

52
n2

3p
$~2n211!@C~v2eV!1C~v1eV!#

24~n221!C~v!%. ~B10!

APPENDIX C: SOLUTION OF THE USADEL EQUATION
IN THE FIRST ORDER OVER l

We will generalize here the method used in Ref. 17
the calculation ofGA in the presence of an interaction. Sin
we consider general case of an arbitrary interface trans
ency, the first step will be to find the interaction-induc
correction to the ‘‘spectral angle’’uE(r ) that parametrizes5,17

the retarded semiclassical Green function in the N conduc

ĜR~E!5S cosu ieiwsinu

2 ie2 iwsinu 2cosu D , ~C1!

where the proximity angleu and the order parameter phasew
depend on the energyE and the space coordinater . In N-S
systems with a single superconductive terminal phys
quantities do not depend on the phase on it,w(0), sobelow
we putw(0)52p/2. In general, when interaction in the
conductor is present, normal current flowing through the N
structure induces a supercurrentj s}¹w, so that the phase
w(r ) acquires some nontrivial distribution. However, this e
fect appears in the second order of expansion over Co
interaction constantld . Below we solve the Usadel equatio
within the first order overld , neglecting, therefore, the ef
fects of supercurrent.

1. Spectral angle

The Usadel equation for the spectral angleuE(r ) has the
form

D¹2uE12iE sinuE12D cosuE50, ~C2!
13450
r

r-

r,

l

S

er

where the self-consistency equation for the order param
reads

D~r !52ldE
0

`

dE tanh
E

2T
Im sinuE , ~C3!

and the interaction constantld at the energy scalevd is
defined in Eq.~5.10!. We assume that the main contributio
to D comes from relatively highE, where uE(r ) is small
everywhere. Hence, Eq.~C2! can be linearized, and the las
term can be neglected once we are interested in the fi
order corrections overld to GA . The result is

uE~r !5A~E!K0@~12 i !r /LE#, ~C4!

whereLE5AD/E, andA is determined by the boundary con
dition

g
duE~r !

dr
ur 5d52

GT

2pd
cosuE~r 5d!. ~C5!

The solution forA(E) is conveniently expressed in terms
the function Q(t) defined in Eq. ~4.15!: A(E)
5Q(tE)/ ln(LE /d), wheretE5a ln(vd /E). SubstitutinguE(r )
into Eq. ~C3!, and using the identity*0

`xK0(x)dx51 and
logarithmic slowness ofA(tE) as a function ofE, we find for
D(r )

D~r !52
ldD

r 2

Q„2a ln~r /d!…

ln~r /d!
. ~C6!

The next step is to solve foruE50(r ) with D(r ) taken into
account:

d2u

dr2
1

1

r

du

dr
5

2ld

r 2

Q„2a ln~r /d!…

ln~r /d!
cosu. ~C7!

In terms of the variablej5 ln(r/d), this equation reduces to

d2u

dj2
52ld

Q~2aj!

j
cosu, ~C8!

with the boundary conditionsu(jL)50 and uj(0)
522a cosu(0), wherejL5 ln(L/d). To the lowest order in
ld one obtains

u~j!5H Q~2ajL!

22ldjLE
0

jL 112ah sinQ~2ajL!

112ajLsinQ~2ajL!

Q~2ah!

h

3cosFQ~2ajL!S 12
h

jL
D GdhJ S 12

j

jL
D12ld

3E
j

jL
~h2j!

Q~2ah!

h
cosFQ~2ajL!S 12

h

jL
D Gdh.

~C9!
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Taking into account that 2ajL5az[t, and evaluating ex-
pression~C9! at j50, we obtain the spectral angle near t
interface,ud[u(j50):

ud5Q~ t !2
ldz

11t sinQ~ t !

3E
0

1Q~xt!

x
~12x!cos@Q~ t !~12x!#dx. ~C10!

2. Distribution function and GA

To find GA we use the kinetic equation in the form deve
oped in Ref. 17. The current density near the N reservoir~at
r 5L) is

j N~R!5gE dE
d f1~E,r !

dr U
r 5L

, ~C11!

wheref 1(E,r ) is the anomalous~branch imbalance! distribu-
tion function, defined after Eq.~2.2!. Note that Eq.~C11! is
valid only at the boundary with the normal lead whereu
50 ~otherwise it should be modified by the presence of
supercurrentj s}ld). The functionf 1(E,r ) obeys the equa
tion

¹D~r ,E!¹ f 1~E,r !52D~r !sinu~E,r ! f 1~E,r !.
~C12!

We will assume that the normal reservoir is biased by
voltage V, so that the whole distribution function i
shifted: F(E,L)5tanh(E1eVtz)/2T'tanh(E/2T)1tz(eV/
2T)cosh22(E/2T) and

f 1~E,L !5eVc~E!5
eV

2T
cosh22

E

2T
. ~C13!

At T→0 it is enough to consider Eq.~C12! at zero energy,
whereD(0,r )5D, and the solution foru(0,r ) is given by
u(0,r )5udln(L/r)/ln(L/d), with ud given by Eq.~C10!. Then
equation forf 1(r ) reduces to

d2f 1

dj2
522ld

Q~2aj!

j
sinFudS 12

j

jL
D G f 1 . ~C14!

We seek the solution of Eq.~C14! in the form f 1(j)
5 f 1

(0)(j)1ldf 1
(1)(j), where
B

13450
e

e

f 1
(0)~j!5eVc~E!F j

jL
1vdS 12

j

jL
D G . ~C15!

The functionc(E) was defined in Eq.~C13!, and the param-
etervd5Vd /V should be determined from the boundary co
dition to the Usadel equation:

] f 1

]j U
j50

52a f1sinud , ~C16!

which givesvd51/(11t sinud).
The general solution of Eq.~C14! for the functionf 1

(1) can
be written as

f 1
(1)~j!5E

0

j

~j2h!y~h!dh1C1j1C0 , ~C17!

where y(j)522ld„Q(aj)/j…sin@Q(t)(12j/jL)#f1
(0)(j). Us-

ing Eq. ~C16! and the conditionf 1
(1)(jL)50, we find the

constantsC0 andC1, and obtain

] f 1
(1)

]j
U

jL

5
1

jL
E

0

jLjL1ht sinQ~ t !

11t sinQ~ t !
y~h!dh. ~C18!

Calculating the total current asI N52pL j N(L) where j N(L)
is determined by Eq.~C11! and introducingx5h/jL , we
obtain for the Andreev conductance

GA

GD
5

t sinud

11t sinud
2ldzE

0

1@11xt sinQ~ t !#2

@11t sinQ~ t !#2

Q~xt!

x

3sin@Q~ t !~12x!#dx, ~C19!

with ud defined in Eq.~C10!.
Equation~C19! is an exact answer in the first order ov

ld ~in this approximation the supercurrent does not yet m
equations forf 1 and f ). In the t→` limit of Eq. ~C19!, i.e.,
at GT@GD , the interaction-induced correction is

GA

GD
5122

p22

p
ldln

L

d
~C20!

and grows with the space scale, in contrast with the result
Ref. 17 obtained for the 1D geometry.
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